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Abstract

One of the main challenges that prevents the large-scale deployment of Wireless

Sensor Networks (WSNs) is providing the applications with the required qual-

ity of service (QoS) given the sensor nodes’ limited energy supplies. WSNs are

an important tool in supporting applications ranging from environmental and in-

dustrial monitoring, to battlefield surveillance and traffic control, among others.

Most of these applications require sensors to function for long periods of time

without human intervention and without battery replacement. Therefore, energy

conservation is one of the main goals for protocols for WSNs. Energy conservation

can be performed in different layers of the protocol stack. In particular, as the

medium access control (MAC) layer can access and control the radio directly, large

energy savings is possible through intelligent MAC protocol design. To maximize

the network lifetime, MAC protocols for WSNs aim to minimize idle listening of

the sensor nodes, packet collisions, and overhearing. Several approaches such as

duty cycling and low power listening have been proposed at the MAC layer to

achieve energy efficiency. In this thesis, I explore the possibility of further energy

savings through the advertisement of data packets in the MAC layer.

In the first part of my research, I propose Advertisement-MAC or ADV-MAC,

a new MAC protocol for WSNs that utilizes the concept of advertising for data

contention. This technique lets nodes listen dynamically to any desired transmis-

sion and sleep during transmissions not of interest. This minimizes the energy lost

in idle listening and overhearing while maintaining an adaptive duty cycle to han-
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dle variable loads. Additionally, ADV-MAC enables energy efficient MAC-level

multicasting. An analytical model for the packet delivery ratio and the energy

consumption of the protocol is also proposed. The analytical model is verified

with simulations and is used to choose an optimal value of the advertisement pe-

riod. Simulations show that the optimized ADV-MAC provides substantial energy

gains (50% to 70% less than other MAC protocols for WSNs such as T-MAC and

S-MAC for the scenarios investigated) while faring as well as T-MAC in terms of

packet delivery ratio and latency.

Although ADV-MAC provides substantial energy gains over S-MAC and T-

MAC, it is not optimal in terms of energy savings because contention is done

twice – once in the Advertisement Period and once in the Data Period. In the

next part of my research, the second contention in the Data Period is elimi-

nated and the advantages of contention-based and TDMA-based protocols are

combined to form Advertisement based Time-division Multiple Access (ATMA),

a distributed TDMA-based MAC protocol for WSNs. ATMA utilizes the bursty

nature of the traffic to prevent energy waste through advertisements and reser-

vations for data slots. Extensive simulations and qualitative analysis show that

with bursty traffic, ATMA outperforms contention-based protocols (S-MAC, T-

MAC and ADV-MAC), a TDMA based protocol (TRAMA) and hybrid protocols

(Z-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4). ATMA provides energy reductions of up to 80%,

while providing the best packet delivery ratio (close to 100%) and latency among

all the investigated protocols.

Simulations alone cannot reflect many of the challenges faced by real implemen-

tations of MAC protocols, such as clock-drift, synchronization, imperfect physical

layers, and irregular interference from other transmissions. Such issues may cripple

a protocol that otherwise performs very well in software simulations. Hence, to val-

idate my research, I conclude with a hardware implementation of the ATMA pro-

tocol on SORA (Software Radio), developed by Microsoft Research Asia. SORA
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is a reprogrammable Software Defined Radio (SDR) platform that satisfies the

throughput and timing requirements of modern wireless protocols while utilizing

the rich general purpose PC development environment. Experimental results ob-

tained from the hardware implementation of ATMA closely mirror the simulation

results obtained for a single hop network with 4 nodes.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have great potential to support monitoring

and surveillance applications for environmental, industrial and military purposes.

However, several challenges such as the limited energy supply, storage and com-

putation capability of the sensors, the high cost of the sensor nodes, as well as the

scalability and the need for QoS support have limited the large scale adoption of

these networks. Recent advances in semiconductor and communication technol-

ogy and the development of System-on-a-Chip (SoC) technology have led to the

development of low cost sensors with higher storage and computational capabili-

ties. These have mitigated some of the problems of WSNs, but the limitation on a

sensor’s energy resources is still a major problem. This dissertation addresses the

important issue of limited energy in WSNs by developing techniques and strate-

gies to conserve energy and increase network lifetime by using advertisements for

data packets prior to their transmission.

1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

A wireless sensor network is a network of sensor nodes deployed across an area

of interest for the purpose of monitoring or surveillance. The sensor nodes are

autonomous devices that are generally equipped with one or more sensors, a micro-
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controller for processing gathered data, a transceiver for transmitting and receiv-

ing data, and batteries to power the device. These sensors can gather data on

environmental or physical variables such as temperature, pressure, movements,

etc. Data gathered by a sensor node is passed co-operatively through the net-

work using different nodes to reach one or more sink nodes, where the data are

processed and analyzed. where the data is processed and analyzed.

Development of wireless sensor networks was primarily motivated by their

need for military surveillance [15]. With the availability of low cost sensors, these

networks are no longer limited to military applications but are used in a wide array

of applications including habitat monitoring [30], industrial process monitoring [7],

traffic control [26], [53], health care [33], etc. Some of the major applications of

WSNs are:

1. Military Applications: Military missions often involve high risk to human

personnel. Thus, unmanned surveillance missions using wireless sensor net-

works have wide applications for military purposes such as surveillance, re-

connaissance of opposing forces, targeting, damage assessment, etc. WSNs

developed for military purposes should be rapidly deployed in an ad hoc

fashion such as by an aircraft. They should also be energy-efficient, fault

tolerant, disposable and support network dynamics. Destruction of a few

nodes by enemy forces should not hamper the operation of such networks.

The Sensor Information Technology (SensIT) [22] program organized by the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) explored two im-

portant aspects of military WSNs – dynamic networking of sensors and

information processing and extraction from such networks.

2. Habitat Monitoring: Monitoring plant and animal habitats on a long-term

basis is widely employed by researchers in Life Sciences. However, human

presence in such monitoring often causes disturbances in plant and animal
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conditions, increases stress, reduces breeding successes, etc [5]. Wireless

sensor networks provide a non-invasive and economical method of long-term

monitoring of habitats. Such a network was used to monitor the Storm

Petrel seabirds in the Great Duck Island in Maine [30]. Wireless sensors

were used to measure temperature, pressure, humidity and other conditions

of the birds’ burrows. Another system called ZebraNet was used to track

zebra and other animals in Kenya [20].

3. Environment Monitoring: Wireless sensor networks can be used in a wide

range of environmental monitoring applications such as forest fire monitoring

[52], air pollution monitoring [8], greenhouse gas monitoring [4], etc. WSNs

to monitor dangerous gases such as CO, NO2, and CH4 have already been

deployed in some cities (London and Brisbane) [8].

4. Agriculture: Wireless sensors may be deployed across large areas of crop

fields and can monitor different parameters like moisture and fertilizer con-

tent of soil, temperature and PH level [48]. This can automate the processes

of irrigation [32], application of fertilizer and pesticides, among others, min-

imizing human intervention and maximizing yield.

5. Industrial Monitoring: Industrial machineries need condition-based mainte-

nance. Wired infrastructure for such maintenance is costly due to the cost of

wiring and the inaccessible locations, such as rotating machinery. Wireless

sensors are beneficial in such cases, providing greater accessibility, improved

monitoring and maintenance at lower costs [14], [41]. WSNs are also widely

employed in industry for product monitoring [29] as well as quality control.

6. Health Monitoring: Wireless personal area or body networks [33] may revo-

lutionize the way we monitor health conditions by providing a non-invasive,

inexpensive, continuous and ambulatory health monitoring. Patients wear

small body sensors that monitor the patient’s bio-signals such as heart rate,
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and the collected data are transmitted over a hand held device. Alarms and

bio-signals may be transmitted over the Internet to a health professional for

real-time diagnosis [18].

1.2 Challenges of Wireless Sensor Networks

Some of the major challenges that prevent the wide spread adoption of WSNs

include the following:

1. Energy Constraint: Wireless sensor nodes are battery-powered and often

deployed in remote and inhospitable locations [50]. As such, battery replace-

ment or any other human intervention is either not possible or extremely

difficult. Therefore, these nodes are required to function for months or years

at a time on the same power source to maintain the application Quality of

Service (QoS). As a result, energy conservation is of the utmost importance

in WSNs, and much research has been done on the development of energy

efficient protocols and hardware for WSNs.

2. Fault Tolerance: Oftentimes a sensor node may be destroyed or stop func-

tioning, such as when a sensor node is destroyed in a forest fire or by the

enemy in a battlefield. The remaining nodes must adapt dynamically in real

time and convey the data to the base stations or sinks. Thus, WSN proto-

cols for the MAC and routing layers must have a certain level of robustness

[21].

3. Computation Capability: Sensor nodes are small devices with very limited

memory and processing power [50]. Thus, oftentimes large scale processing

is not possible in sensor nodes, and the data must be transmitted to a base

station to be processed. However with the advancement of semiconductor

technology, this drawback has been greatly reduced.
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4. Security: WSNs are lightweight networks with limits on the transmitting

data rate and capacity. Thus, conventional security measures such as private

keys are not readily applicable to such networks, as these may increase

the network overhead and in turn decrease the network lifetime. However,

security is an important requirement in applications such as surveillance.

Thus, another area of research in WSNs is providing security and privacy

[24], [36].

5. WSNs face some other challenges as well, like the scalability problem [12]

and latency issues.

1.3 Motivations and Contributions

Most wireless sensor networks, as discussed so far, have very strict energy require-

ments. Much research has been done to use energy more efficiently and prolong

the network lifetime. Energy conservation may be done at different layers of the

protocol stack such as the application layer, the MAC layer or the network layer.

However, it is easier to get direct access to the radio in the MAC layer, and thus,

much of the research in energy conservation for WSNs has focused on the design

of energy efficient MAC protocols.

The major cause of energy waste in conventional MAC protocols is idle lis-

tening. In MAC protocols such as IEEE 802.11 or CDMA, the nodes have to

keep listening to the channel because they do not know when they might receive

a message. Measurements have shown that energy consumed in idle listening

is comparable to that consumed in receiving or transmitting. For example, the

idle:receive:send power ratios on MicaZ motes are 1.13:1.13:1 [1] while the same

ratios for Tmote Sky motes are 1.11:1.11:1 [3]. In most sensor networks, messages

are sent in bursts when an event is sensed. At all other times, most nodes have
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no data to send. If a conventional MAC protocol is used in sensor networks, a

very large part of the energy will be wasted in idle listening.

The second cause of energy waste is collisions. If a node receives two different

packets that coincide partially, then the packets are corrupted. As a result, these

packets are discarded and energy is wasted in the process. The third cause is

overhearing. This happens when a node receives a packet destined for another

node. The last cause of energy waste is protocol overhead. Most protocols require

the exchange of control packets. Since control packets contain no application

data, we may consider the energy spent in exchanging these packets as wasted in

overhead. However, idle listening wastes the most energy in the majority of MAC

protocols.

The aim of this thesis is to understand the nature of this energy waste and

to use Advertisements for available data to minimize this energy loss, optimize

network lifetime, and maintain application QoS. Data advertisements are a way

of informing the intended receivers that data is waiting for them before the actual

data transmission begins. This allows non-receivers to turn off their radios at these

times and save energy. Advertisements are different from the Request-to-Transmit

packet mechanism [19], which is used to prevent collisions in the data period itself.

My research investigates the use of Advertisements under both contention based

and TDMA based scenarios and utilizes the bursty nature of network traffic to

minimize energy consumption and improve performance. The contributions of my

research include:

1. Studying the working principle and performance of energy-saving MAC pro-

tocols such as Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [50] and Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) [46],

understanding their benefits and limitations under different network condi-

tions, and identifying places where further energy savings can be achieved

without sacrificing performance.
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2. Proposing Advertisement-MAC (ADV-MAC), a new MAC protocol that

uses Advertisement for Data before the data period to selectively keep nodes

awake or put them to sleep depending on the data availability, saving addi-

tional energy in the process. Using this approach, I develop a multicasting

technique, which is absent in S-MAC and T-MAC. I compare the energy con-

sumption, throughput and latency performances of ADV-MAC with S-MAC

and T-MAC under various traffic conditions in single hop and multi-hop sce-

narios with extensive simulations.

3. Proposing an improved method of contention in the Advertisement period.

I propose an analytical model for computing the energy and packet delivery

ratio of the ADV-MAC protocol.

4. Using the analytical model to determine the optimal duration of the Adver-

tisement period for the optimal packet delivery ratio and the lowest energy

consumption. I compare the improved and optimized ADV-MAC protocol

with the original ADV-MAC as well as S-MAC and T-MAC under different

traffic loads in single hop and multi-hop scenarios with extensive simulations.

5. Removing the second contention of the data period in the ADV-MAC proto-

col and converting it into a TDMA based MAC protocol called Advertisement-

based Time-division Multiple Access (ATMA) and saving additional energy

under bursty traffic conditions.

6. Proposing an analytical model to determine the optimal Advertisement pe-

riod of ATMA. I compare the energy consumption, packet delivery ratio and

latency performances of ATMA with a similar TDMA based MAC protocol

TRAMA [31], the contention based protocols ADV-MAC, S-MAC and T-

MAC and hybrid protocols Z-MAC [49] and IEEE 802.15.4 [2] with extensive

simulations and qualitative analysis.
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7. Implementing the ATMA protocol in hardware. Simulations alone cannot

reflect many of the challenges such as synchronization, clock-drift, etc., faced

by real implementations of MAC protocols. Such issues may cripple a pro-

tocol that otherwise performs very well in software simulations. Hence, to

validate my research, I conclude with a hardware implementation of the

ATMA protocol on SORA (Software Radio) [44], developed by Microsoft

Research Asia, and compare the experimental results with those obtained

from simulations.

1.4 Dissertation Organization

This thesis dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a literature

survey on related work on energy saving MAC protocols. Chapter 3 presents

ADV-MAC and compares its performance with S-MAC and T-MAC. Chapter 4

presents an improved Advertisement contention method for ADV-MAC and an

analytical model for the energy consumption and packet delivery ratio of ADV-

MAC and uses the model to determine an optimal duration of the Advertise-

ment period. I also compare the improved ADV-MAC with the original protocol

along with S-MAC and T-MAC. Chapter 5 presents the ATMA protocol along

with an analytical model to determine the optimal Advertisement period and a

detailed performance comparison with TRAMA, S-MAC, T-MAC, ADV-MAC,

Z-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4. Chapter 6 presents the hardware implementation of

the ATMA protocol on the programmable software-defined radios called SORA

(Software Radios) developed by Microsoft Asia and a comparison between the

experimental and simulation results. Chapter 7 finally concludes the dissertation.
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2 Related Work

Several medium access control (MAC) protocols have been proposed for wireless

sensor networks (WSNs). Since energy is a big constraint for WSNs, many of

these MAC protocols have been designed with the objective of minimizing energy

consumption, often at the cost of other performance metrics such as latency and

packet delivery ratio. In this chapter, we shall study the evolution of energy

saving MAC protocols for WSNs. Most of these MAC protocols can be broadly

categorized as TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) based MAC protocols and

contention-based MAC protocols.

2.1 TDMA Based MAC Protocols

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) protocols are based on reservations and

scheduling [27], [31], [47]. In this type of protocol, every node will eventually

be able to transmit its data. This is accomplished by reserving slots for the

nodes. Thus, TDMA protocols prevent collisions and have bounds on end-to-end

delay. These protocols are energy efficient when the network is highly loaded and

all slots are used. However, TDMA-based protocols suffer from synchronization

issues. The nodes in such protocols need to be tightly synchronized, forming

communication clusters. It is not easy to maintain clock synchronization among
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the nodes, especially in a large network. Also, when new nodes join the network

or nodes leave the network, it is not easy to dynamically change the frame length

and slot assignment in a cluster. Furthermore, developing an efficient schedule

with a high degree of channel reuse is difficult.

2.1.1 Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)

LEACH or Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy [16] is a hierarchical, cluster-

based, TDMA protocol. LEACH has three types of sensor nodes: base stations,

cluster-heads and ordinary nodes, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The sensor nodes in

LEACH organize themselves into local clusters with one of the nodes acting as

the cluster-head. Only the cluster-head can communicate with the base station.

Within a cluster, nodes send data to their cluster-head, which aggregates the data

collected from different nodes to reduce data transmissions and save energy. The

power level of transmissions between nodes and their cluster head is much lower

than that between a cluster head and the base station. Cluster heads create slotted

TDMA transmission schedules and broadcast them to all nodes in their respec-

tive clusters. Nodes turn their radios off other than their own time slots, saving

energy. The energy consumption of cluster-heads is higher than that of normal

nodes because of the data aggregation and communication to the base stations.

Therefore, cluster-heads are re-elected periodically to distribute the energy load

among all nodes, with each node using a stochastic algorithm to determine if it

can become the cluster-head.

Although the stochastic cluster-head election method rotates the cluster-heads

among the nodes, the algorithm does not take into consideration the actual energy

levels of the nodes. Even if the initial network is homogeneous, this strategy

may lead to uneven energy consumption, lowering network lifetime. LEACH also

assumes that all nodes can communicate directly with the base station. In a

large network, this may lead to cluster-heads transmitting with a very high power
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Figure 2.1: Clusters in LEACH.

level, causing them to die out soon and reduce network lifetime. Also, each node

needs to know the optimum average number of clusters for the entire network.

This parameter depends on global topology information and may not be readily

available.

2.1.2 Power Aware Clustered TDMA (PACT)

Power Aware Clustered TDMA or PACT [35] uses passive clustering like LEACH

to create a backbone network with cluster-heads and gateway nodes for com-

munication, as shown in Fig. 2.2. However, unlike LEACH, the election of a

cluster-head is based directly on a node’s power level. Gateway nodes allow com-

munication between clusters. Cluster-heads collect data from cluster members

and transfer the data to the sink. Nodes that are members of two or more clus-

ters can be elected as gateway nodes. The roles of gateways and cluster-heads are

interchangeable and depend on the power levels of the nodes.

PACT uses TDMA super-frames composed of control mini-slots followed by

longer data slots. In the control slots, nodes broadcast their destination addresses
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Figure 2.2: Clusters in PACT.

for the following data slots. Control messages are also used to broadcast their

current cluster role status. Nodes only stay awake in their respective data slots,

i.e., slots in which they send or receive data, and turn off their transceivers in

other slots, saving energy.

Although nodes only stay awake in their respective data slots, all nodes must

stay awake for n control slots to determine the data schedule, where n is the num-

ber of nodes in a cluster. Thus, control traffic overhead may be relatively high in

larger networks. Also, the small control mini-slots require precise synchronization,

which may pose problems for large and dynamic networks.

2.1.3 Self-Stabilizing TDMA (SS-TDMA)

Self-Stabilizing TDMA or SS-TDMA [16] is a TDMA protocol designed for broad-

cast, local gossip and convergecast applications [16]. The protocol can start from

any arbitrary state and recover to states from where collision-free communication

can be achieved among sensors. All traffic is scheduled in a fixed sequence of
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rounds (e.g., north, south, east, west) to guarantee collision-free transmissions.

SS-TDMA uses the relationship between the interference range and the communi-

cation range of nodes to get an estimate of the number of nodes within interference

range that should not have the same slot number. A sensor remains active only

in its allotted time slots. In the remaining slots, the sensor turns off its radio to

save energy. However, application of SS-TDMA is limited because it is restricted

to only grid-like topologies.

2.1.4 Node-Activation Multiple Access (NAMA)

NAMA or Node-Activation Multiple Access [9] is based on neighborhood-aware

contention resolution (NCR) [9] and node activation. It is a distributed time di-

vision multiplexing scheme. In NAMA, a hash function is implemented at each

node. This hash function takes a distinctive string as input and generates a ran-

dom priority for each node. The distinctive input is the concatenation of a node’s

ID and the time slot number, and, as such, changes with different slots, giving

different priorities. If a node has the highest priority in its two-hop neighborhood,

it is allowed to transmit and the remaining nodes stay silent. Thus, NCR allows

each node to elect winners for channel access deterministically.

Although NAMA provides contention free channel access and eliminates con-

trol overhead (except the two hop neighborhood information), its has several prob-

lems. There is no bound to the delay for channel access because of the random

priority. A node may keep on generating lower priorities and never gain access

to the channel. When a node wins a slot but has no data to send, the channel

bandwidth is wasted along with the loss of energy as all nodes must stay awake

in case data is sent. Nodes with traffic and low priorities, on the other hand, may

suffer from starvation.
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2.1.5 Lightweight Medium Access Protocol (L-MAC)

Lightweight Medium Access Protocol or L-MAC [17] uses a TDMA mechanism

to provide a collision-free communication environment for the nodes. Due to the

scheduled TDMA access, each node owns a slot in a fixed-length frame. A node

may use its slot to send data to a neighbor in a frame. A node broadcasts a list

of all occupied slots in its one hop neighborhood in its header. This allows new

nodes to select unique collision free slots in their two hop neighborhood. The

main drawback of L-MAC is that idle-listening overhead is substantial, as nodes

must listen to the control sections of all slots in a frame to allow nodes to join

the network or to receive or transmit data. Also, L-MAC is mostly suited for low

density networks.

2.1.6 TRaffic-Adaptive Medium Access (TRAMA)

TRAMA or TRaffic-Adaptive Medium Access [31] is a distributed TDMA-based

protocol. In TRAMA, time is divided into random access and scheduled access

slots. Nodes gather neighborhood information by exchanging small signaling pack-

ets during the random access period and build their two-hop neighborhood. In

[31], the ratio of the length of the random access and the scheduled access periods

is set to 72:10000. The scheduled access period is slotted. Each slot is called a

transmission slot and is owned by a node in each neighborhood. The owner of

a slot is determined by a hash function that uses node IDs and the slot number

as its parameter. Within the scheduled access period, every node has to send its

schedule once in every schedule interval. In [31], the ratio of the length of one

schedule interval and one scheduled access period is set to 1:10. At the beginning

of each schedule interval, a node will calculate the slots it wins. The last slot

a node wins within the schedule interval is reserved for transmitting the node’s

schedule for the next schedule interval. The rest are used for data exchange, if any.
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Figure 2.3: MH-TRACE frame structure.

Thus when a node transmits its schedule, all nodes in its neighborhood must be

awake. Energy consumption is thus heavily dependent on the number of one-hop

neighbors, i.e., the network density.

2.1.7 MH-TRACE

Multihop Time Reservation using Adaptive Control for Energy efficiency (MH-

TRACE) is a cluster-based medium access control (MAC) protocol [45]. In the

MH-TRACE protocol, the network is dynamically partitioned into clusters, which

are maintained by cluster heads. Time is divided into super-frames consisting of

several frames, and each cluster chooses a frame during which nodes in the cluster

can transmit data, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Each frame consists of a contention sub-

frame, an information summarization sub-frame, and a data sub-frame, as shown

in Fig. 2.3. Nodes transmit their initial channel access requests to a cluster head

in the contention sub-frame. As long as a node uses its reserved data slot, its

channel access is renewed in subsequent frames. Nodes that are granted channel

access through the transmission schedule transmitted by the cluster head transmit

a summarization packet prior to actual data transmission in the information sum-

marization (IS) sub-frame. Thus each node knows the future data transmissions

in its receive range by listening to the information summarization packets. Nodes

save energy by entering the sleep mode whenever they do not want to be involved

with a packet transmission or reception.
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Figure 2.4: A snapshot of MH-TRACE clustering and medium access for a portion

of an actual distribution of mobile nodes. Nodes C1 - C7 are cluster-head nodes.

Reprinted with permission of the authors from [45].
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2.2 Contention Based MAC Protocols

Contention-based protocols are widely employed because of their simplicity, ro-

bustness and flexibility. These protocols require little or no clock synchronization

and no global topology information. The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination

function (DCF) [19] is an example of contention-based protocol. It is widely used

because of its simplicity and robustness to the hidden terminal problem. However,

because of idle listening, the energy consumption using this MAC is very high, as

nodes are often in the idle mode. Additionally, at high loads, contention-based

MAC protocols perform poorly because of the high number of collisions. PAMAS

[42] made an improvement in energy savings by turning nodes off for the duration

of a packet transmission if they are not the intended destination of the packet.

However, PAMAS does not reduce idle listening.

2.2.1 Sensor-MAC (S-MAC)

Certain MAC protocols introduce a sleep-listen schedule into contention-based

(CSMA) protocols to save the energy that is wasted in idle listening. The nodes

in such protocols go to a low power sleep state whenever possible to save energy.

A well known protocol in this category is Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [50]. S-MAC

was specifically designed for wireless sensor networks. S-MAC divides time into

frames, each frame having an active and a sleeping part. Nodes can communicate

with their neighbors using RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK sequences during the active

part. During the sleeping part, nodes turn off their radios and sleep to save

energy. The duty cycle, i.e., the proportion of active time within a frame, is set

based on factors such as network density and message rate. Its value is decided

before the network is set up and is static. Also, only one node can transmit in

each frame in a neighborhood.

Although S-MAC reduces the idle listening time, a solution with a fixed duty
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cycle is not optimal. S-MAC basically trades energy for throughput and latency.

While a low duty cycle reduces idle listening time, it results in high latency and

low throughput in medium to high traffic conditions, as only one data packet

transmission can occur in each frame. On the other hand, if the duty cycle is

high, the throughput and latency performances improve at the expense of reduced

energy savings.

2.2.2 Improvements on S-MAC

Traffic adaptive MAC or TA-MAC [13] and Dynamic Sensor MAC or DSMAC

[25] are two proposed modifications of S-MAC. TA-MAC is S-MAC with an adap-

tive contention window algorithm. TA-MAC uses the back-off algorithm of IEEE

802.11 and the fast collision resolution algorithm from [23] to determine the value

of the contention window for the current traffic state. This improves energy con-

sumption, delay, and packet delivery ratio.

The DSMAC protocol adjusts the duty cycle of S-MAC based on the perceived

latency of nodes to cope with the high latency associated with high packet inter-

arrival rates. DSMAC improves the latency of S-MAC, the trade-off being higher

energy consumption.

2.2.3 Timeout-MAC (T-MAC)

S-MAC is not suitable for variable traffic loads because of its static duty cycle.

Timeout-MAC or T-MAC [46] was proposed to improve the poor performance of S-

MAC under variable loads. In T-MAC, the active period ends when no activation

event has occurred in the channel for a time threshold TA. An activation event

can be any activity in the channel such as the firing of a periodic frame timer, the

reception of any data on the radio, the sensing of a collision, etc. Nodes will keep

on renewing their timeout values whenever an activation event occurs. When none
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of these events occur for a duration of a timeout period, the nodes go to sleep.

The TA timeouts make the active period in T-MAC adaptive to variable traffic

loads.

However, whenever an activation event occurs, all nodes that hear the event

renew their TA timer even if they are not a part of the transmission. As a result,

nodes still end up wasting valuable energy. Optionally, nodes go to sleep after

overhearing an RTS or CTS destined for another node, which is called overhearing

avoidance. T-MAC also suffers from the early sleep problem [46]. A node may go

to sleep after a timeout even if it has data to send or to receive. For example, a

node having data to send may not get a response from a neighbor after sending the

RTS if that neighbor happens to be in the range of an ongoing transmission. Thus,

the timer at the sender will expire and it will go to sleep without transmitting

data. This will increase latency and decrease packet delivery ratio.

2.3 Low Power Protocols

Another group of MAC protocols can be classified as low power listening (LPL)

MAC protocols. These protocols are asynchronous and rely on preamble sampling

for data transmission. Examples of such protocols are X-MAC [10] and B-MAC

[37]. Fig. 2.5 shows the asynchronous operation principle of LPL protocols.

In LPL protocols, nodes have a very small duty cycle and each node maintains

its own unsynchronized sleep schedule. A node having data to send first transmits

an extended preamble. A node wakes up at the beginning of its duty cycle to check

if any data transmission is going on. If the channel is idle, the node goes back to

sleep. If a preamble is detected, the node stays awake for the remainder of the

preamble to determine if it is the intended receiver. If not, after the end of the

preamble, the node goes to sleep. Otherwise, it stays awake to receive the data.

Although these protocols are very energy efficient, they are mostly suited for
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Figure 2.5: Operation principle of LPL protocols.

very low traffic loads. At high and variable traffic loads, because of the long

preambles, throughput decreases and latency increases. The performance of such

protocols reduces significantly when the actual neighborhood or traffic is different

from the ideal model, especially when traffic rates vary greatly [51].

2.4 Hybrid MAC Protocols

Hybrid MAC protocols let nodes access the medium with a combination of con-

tention based and contention-free access depending on the traffic load as well as

protocol configuration. IEEE 802.15.4 [2] and Z-MAC [49] are two well known

hybrid MAC protocols.

2.4.1 IEEE 802.15.4

IEEE 802.15.4 [2] is the IEEE standard for low power wireless communication

networks. IEEE 802.15.4 is a cluster based protocol that divides the network into

clusters controlled by cluster-heads. Energy saving is achieved by duty cycling,

as shown in the super-frame structure of 802.15.4 (Fig. 2.6).

This protocol can work in either synchronized or non-synchronized modes of

which we consider the synchronized mode as it provides a better performance in
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Figure 2.6: Super-frame structure in IEEE 802.15.4

terms of PDR and throughput. The nodes are synchronized by a beacon packet

that contains the timing information for nodes in the cluster. A beacon is sent by

the coordinators at the beginning of the super-frames, and nodes of this coordi-

nator update their timers each time a beacon is received.

The super-frame is divided into 16 slots of equal duration. Within the super-

frame, nodes may access the medium via a Contention Access Period (CAP)

or through a Contention Free Period (CFP). The CAP starts immediately after

the beacon transmission is over. Within the CAP, medium access is acquired

via standard contention access methods. Nodes that must transmit regularly

can also reserve slots in the super-frame by sending requests to the coordinator

during the CAP. If such requests are granted, the coordinator includes the relevant

information, such as the number of slots allocated and the beginning slot, in the

next beacon. These slots are termed as Guaranteed Time Slots or GTS. The GTS

are allocated from the end of the super-frame and cannot be more than 7 slots in

total.

One of the strong points of 802.15.4 is that it is very flexible, allowing for both

contention based and TDMA channel access, thus enabling nodes with different

requirements to access the channel according to their specific needs. Also, IEEE

802.15.4 is standardized by the IEEE, unlike most other protocols, and hence it
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is more likely to be adopted for industrial and commercial purposes.

However, the protocol is not without its own drawbacks. The very flexible

nature of 802.15.4, which is an advantage of the protocol, adds several other

disadvantages. The nodes belonging to a cluster in 802.15.4 cannot communicate

directly to other nodes in the network. This communication must proceed through

the cluster-head. Depending on whether the destination node is in the same cluster

or not, the cluster-head will forward the message to the node or to the cluster-

head of the node. This adds to the delay compared to distributed protocols where

nodes communicate directly if they are in communication range.

Another disadvantage of 802.15.4 is that it can only allocate the last 7 slots

for TDMA access because it needs to provide for contention based channel access

in all super-frames. Thus even if nodes in a cluster produce data at high rates,

which is best addressed by allocating all of the 16 slots to TDMA access, 802.15.4

can only allocate a maximum of 7 slots. This in turn reduces throughput and also

increases latency.

Since all communication must be done through the cluster-heads, they also

end up depleting their energy faster than the other nodes in the cluster. This

problem of non-uniform energy consumption may lead to a disconnected network.

2.4.2 Z-MAC

Z-MAC [49] is a hybrid protocol in which nodes access the medium with a combi-

nation of contention based and contention-free access. Time in Z-MAC is divided

into slots. Each of these slots are assigned to nodes in such a way that no two

nodes within a two-hop communication neighborhood are assigned the same slot.

This assignment is done using DRAND [40], a distributed TDMA slot assign-

ment algorithm. The number of nodes in the two hop neighborhood of a node

determines the period or the interval (in number of slots) at which the node owns
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a slot. In Z-MAC, a node can operate in either of the modes: low contention

level (LCL) or high contention level (HCL). A node enters HCL mode only when

it receives one or more explicit contention notifications (ECN) from a two-hop

neighbor within the last period. Otherwise, by default, the node is in LCL mode.

When a node experiences high contention from one of its neighbors, it sends an

ECN message to that node.

Although a slot may belong to a particular node, channel access within a

slot begins with a contention access mechanism. In LCL mode, any node can

compete to transmit in a particular slot even if it does not own that slot. In HCL

mode, only the owners and their one-hop neighbors are allowed to compete for the

channel access of the particular slot. Owners have higher priority over non-owners

in both modes of operation. If a slot does not have an owner or its owner has no

data to send, non-owners can steal the slot in that case. Z-MAC uses the same

methods of backoff, Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) and Low Power Listening

(LPL) as that of B-MAC [37].

Since Z-MAC uses the LPL interface of B-MAC, it uses preamble sampling,

i.e., a node sends a preamble before sending the data. Receivers must wake up at

intervals smaller than the preamble to be able to receive packets. Thus, all nodes

in a two hop neighborhood must wake up at intervals smaller than the preamble

in all slots so that they can receive data that may be destined for them. In

most distributed TDMA protocols, senders and receivers know the slots in which

they are supposed to exchange data and hence need not wake up in all slots. Also

there is no contention to send data in a slot in such protocols. The combination of

these two factors should lead to higher power consumption for Z-MAC compared

to distributed TDMA protocols.

When a new node joins the network in Z-MAC, the DRAND algorithm is run

locally to compute the new period for the nodes in that neighborhood, and this

information is then propagated throughout the network. This process requires
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significant energy expenditure.

2.5 Summary

As seen from this discussion, different MAC protocols aim to improve one perfor-

mance parameter at the cost of another. Many of these protocols aim to conserve

energy, but the trade-off is a lower packet delivery ratio, higher delay or restriction

to a specific topology. In my dissertation, I try to improve the energy efficiency

of MAC protocols as well as their overall performance by applying advertisement

techniques and by investigating the improvements and limitations under different

network scenarios.
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3 ADV-MAC:

Advertisement-based MAC

Protocol for Wireless Sensor

Networks

Several Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols have been proposed for wire-

less sensor networks with the objective of minimizing energy consumption. For

example, Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) was proposed to reduce energy consumption by

introducing a duty cycle. The fixed duty cycle of S-MAC results in energy loss

under variable traffic load due to idle listening, along with higher latency and

lower throughput compared to an adaptive duty cycle. Timeout-MAC (T-MAC)

introduced such an adaptive duty cycle to handle variable traffic loads. However,

nodes in T-MAC that do not take part in data exchange waste energy because of

continuous renewal of their timeout values.

In this chapter, we propose Advertisement MAC (ADV-MAC), a MAC proto-

col for wireless sensor networks that eliminates this energy wasted in idle listening

by introducing the concept of advertising for data contention. ADV-MAC min-

imizes the energy lost in idle listening while maintaining an adaptive duty cycle

to handle variable loads. Additionally, ADV-MAC introduces an energy efficient
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data-centric MAC-level multicasting scheme where a node can send data to a sub-

set of its neighbors. Such MAC-level multicasting is not possible in S-MAC and

T-MAC, which must resort to broadcasting. We provide detailed comparisons of

the ADV-MAC protocol with S-MAC and T-MAC through extensive simulations.

The simulation results show that ADV-MAC efficiently handles variable load situ-

ations and provides substantial gains over S-MAC and T-MAC in terms of energy

(reduction of up to 45%) while faring as well as T-MAC in terms of throughput

and latency.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we describe the

design of the ADV-MAC protocol and compare ADV-MAC to both S-MAC and

T-MAC qualitatively. In Section 3.2, we describe our simulation setup, followed

by a detailed discussion of the simulation results. In Section 3.3, we summarize

the chapter.

3.1 ADV-MAC Design Overview

Reducing energy consumption is the main objective of ADV-MAC. The protocol

aims to reduce energy wasted in idle listening as much as possible. In ADV-MAC,

all nodes that are not part of any current data exchanges are put to sleep, saving

valuable energy. Only nodes that are part of a data transmission stay awake for

the contention.

3.1.1 Basic Operation of ADV-MAC

Fig. 3.1 shows the basic principle of ADV-MAC along with a comparison to

S-MAC and T-MAC. The figure shows nodes A through G, all of which are in

transmission range of each other. Node A and node C have data for node B

and node D, respectively. Only the active times of the nodes are shown. All
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Figure 3.1: Examples of ADV-MAC, T-MAC and S-MAC communication. The

letters after the packets indicate the destination nodes. If the overhearing avoid-

ance is used by T-MAC, the nodes will be in sleep mode for the hatched areas.
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three protocols start their active times with a SYNC period, which is used for

synchronization and virtual clustering of the nodes as in [50]. Each frame in

S-MAC consists of a fixed-length SYNC period, a fixed-length data period and

a sleep period that depends on the duty cycle. T-MAC also has a fixed-length

SYNC period, but the length of the data period and the length of the sleep

period both depend on the local traffic conditions. While S-MAC and T-MAC

begin their data period after the SYNC period, ADV-MAC defines another short

period called Advertisement period (ADV period) before the data period. The

advertisement period is used to transmit Advertisement packets (ADV packets),

which contain the ID of the intended receivers. ADV-MAC thus has a fixed-length

SYNC period and a fixed-length ADV period, followed by a variable-length data

period and a variable-length sleep period. It should be noted that while the data

and sleep periods are variable in both ADV-MAC and T-MAC, the total frame

time is fixed. Also, unlike S-MAC, ADV-MAC does not have a fixed duty cycle.

Depending on the expected traffic load, we can fix the total frame length as well

as the length of the ADV period before the deployment of the network.

If a node has any data to send, it will contend in the ADV period to send its

ADV packet. More than one nodes can send ADV packets in the ADV period.

If the ADV packet is received by its intended receiver, that node will be aware

that there is data pending for it. Thus, after the end of the ADV period, only the

nodes that sent ADV packets and the intended receivers who successfully received

the ADV packets will be awake for the data time. Note that no acknowledgments

are sent for ADV packets. For this reason, in case of an ADV collision, the nodes

whose packets collided will not know of their collision and will be awake while

their intended receivers will be asleep.

After the ADV period, nodes that sent ADV packets will contend for the

medium by listening to the medium for a random amount of time from the begin-

ning of the data period and then sending an RTS packet. The node that wins the
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medium completes its data exchange. Nodes can send multiple packets. Once a

node has won the medium, it need not send RTS packets for all the data packets,

it just sends the data packets and the receiver replies back with an ACK. Since

RTS and CTS packets contain the duration of the entire exchange time, the other

remaining nodes having data to send will defer until the end of the data exchange

as in IEEE 802.11 [19] and go to sleep for that duration. These nodes then wake

up after the data exchange is over and begin contending for the medium. The

nodes whose ADV packets collided will also try to send RTS packets. However,

their intended receivers will be asleep, and these nodes will eventually go to sleep

after their CTS timeout. These nodes will try again in the next frame. In multi-

hop networks, there may be hidden terminals. In such cases, a sender may not

get back a reply from its intended receiver in one CTS timeout period and will

go to sleep, even if it transmitted the ADV packet successfully. If a node fails to

transmit its data packet in a frame after transmitting the RTS packet, it will not

try to retransmit in the same frame but it will retry in the next frame.

As Fig. 3.1 suggests, S-MAC should have the minimum total energy consump-

tion assuming the same frame sizes for all three protocols. However, this comes at

the price of low throughput and high latency, as nodes in S-MAC can only trans-

mit one packet in each frame. In order to improve the latency and throughput,

the duty cycle must be increased for S-MAC. According to the S-MAC protocol,

the active time is fixed. Thus, increasing the duty cycle means that the sleep

period and hence the total frame time will be shorter. Nodes in S-MAC will wake

up more frequently, leading to more frames in the same time duration. Hence,

nodes end up using more energy to get better throughput and latency. For T-

MAC, nodes that are not required for the data exchange stay awake and waste

energy. As shown in the simulation results, ADV-MAC provides the lowest energy

consumption while achieving high throughput and low latency.

Although ADV-MAC adds a new time period after the SYNC period, the
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energy consumption of ADV-MAC is not greater than that of S-MAC and T-

MAC even in low traffic loads. The reason is as follows. Let us consider the case

of no traffic with all three protocols having the same frame length. If the data

period of S-MAC, the timeout period of T-MAC and the ADV period of ADV-

MAC have the same duration, the energy consumption would be the same in all

cases. This is because after the SYNC period, all nodes in S-MAC will be awake

for the data period, all nodes will remain awake in T-MAC until they time out and

all nodes in ADV-MAC will be awake for the ADV period. In our experiments,

we set the ADV period to be equal to the Timeout period given in [46] and the

experimental results show that ADV-MAC gives the lowest energy consumption

for that throughput and latency as compared to S-MAC and T-MAC.

ADV-MAC uses the same method for virtual clustering and loose synchroniza-

tion as in both S-MAC [50] and T-MAC [46]. ADV-MAC also uses both virtual

and physical carrier sense as employed by S-MAC [50] for collision avoidance.

3.1.2 Contention Resolution in ADV-MAC

A two-level contention mechanism is defined in ADV-MAC. Nodes that have data

packets to send first contend to announce their receivers in the ADV period, and

then in the data period, nodes contend to send their data packets. The contention

mechanisms of both the ADV period as well as the data period are described in

this section.

3.1.2.1 ADV period contention

The advertisement time is divided into several slots. At the beginning of the

advertisement time, if a node has any data to send, it randomly picks a slot and

starts to listen to the channel until its slot time arrives. If there is no ADV

transmission going on when its slot time arrives, it transmits its ADV packet.
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Note that other nodes may have completed their ADV transmission before this

slot which enables multiple ADV transmissions in an ADV period. If the node

senses a busy channel when its slot time arrives, it waits until the transmission is

over, and then chooses a new random slot from the remaining slots and starts to

listen to the channel again. The node will continue to do this until it is successful

in transmitting the ADV packet or until the advertisement time has ended.

3.1.2.2 Data period contention

The main idea of the ADV contention method is also used in the data period

contention. Let Γ be the duration of the data period and Sdata be the duration

of the contention window used before each data transmission, both in unit slots.

Nodes that transmit in the ADV period, select a slot out of Sdata and set their

timer to the duration until their selected slot. When the timer of a node reaches

zero, the node begins the data exchange by sending an RTS packet. All nodes

hearing a transmission cancel their timers and choose a new slot out of Sdata once

the ongoing transmission ends. This process is repeated until all nodes finish

contending or the end of the data period is reached.

Nodes whose ADV packets collided in the ADV period also contend in the data

period. However, they cannot receive any CTS as their corresponding receivers

are asleep, which results in the nodes to timing out and to going to sleep. If RTS

packets collide, the corresponding receivers will wait for the entire duration of

Sdata and not go to sleep. The senders in this case will again go to sleep after the

CTS timeout.

3.1.3 Early Sleeping Problem of T-MAC

The basic T-MAC protocol suffers from the so called early sleeping problem [46].

Suppose node A has data for node B and node A loses contention because it hears
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an RTS or CTS from another data exchange. If node B is out of the range of this

transmission, it will eventually time out and go to sleep before node A can send

its data. This will result in an increase in latency and a decrease in throughput

values. Early sleeping can also happen if a receiver cannot reply back with a CTS

because it hears an RTS/CTS exchange from another data exchange.

The ADV-MAC protocol, however, is inherently immune to the early sleeping

problem. In ADV-MAC, only the nodes that are indicated as intended receivers

in ADV packets remain awake in the data part of the active time. If they overhear

the data exchange between other nodes (via RTS or CTS), they just go to sleep

for the duration of the data exchange and wake up again to listen to the medium.

If they do not hear anything, they will still stay awake for the RTS because they

have prior knowledge of data waiting for them.

3.1.4 MAC Multicasting

In S-MAC and T-MAC, broadcasting takes place without any RTS/CTS mech-

anism, and data packets are sent directly. There may be situations where the

sources broadcast different types of data and each receiving node is interested in

a particular data type. For instance, there may be nodes equipped with different

sensors broadcasting individual sensor measurements as separate packets, with

nodes interested in only certain types of sensor data. In this type of application,

a MAC level multicasting scheme can enable significant energy savings. Since

nodes in S-MAC and T-MAC have no prior knowledge of which type of data is

being broadcast, all nodes receive the data being broadcast even if they are not

interested in that type of data, hence losing valuable energy. In ADV-MAC, ADV

packets may have a field that contains the type of the data being sent. Only nodes

that are interested in those types of data will stay awake in the data period. This

enables efficient single-hop multicasting at the MAC level and saves a great deal

of energy.
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3.1.5 Energy Consumption

The energy consumed by the three protocols can be calculated approximately for

simple cases. We assume that transmission, reception and idle energy consumption

values are all approximately the same, as per the MicaZ and Tmote Sky energy

dissipations [1][3]. Let us consider the case of N nodes in a virtual cluster, all of

which are within transmission range of each other.

3.1.5.1 S-MAC

Let p be the duty cycle and tsim be the simulation time. If w is the transmission,

reception or idle listening power, then the total energy consumed per node in tsim

seconds is calculated as

Esmac = wptsim. (3.1)

This equation does not consider any collisions or any data transmission contin-

uing into the sleep part. In the original S-MAC protocol, nodes exchange data

during the sleep time. This data exchange during the sleep time results in addi-

tional energy consumption which is not captured by (3.1). Also there are quite

a few collisions in the SYNC period, which make the nodes go to sleep, hence

saving energy. This is also not considered by (3.1). However, these two effects

basically cancel each other, and (3.1) provides a reasonable approximation of the

energy consumption. The equation remains the same for unicast and broadcast

transmissions.

3.1.5.2 T-MAC

To calculate the total energy consumption in T-MAC, first let us calculate the

total time spent awake by all nodes in the virtual cluster. We consider T-MAC

with overhearing avoidance. Let Ns be the number of sources in the network each

transmitting a packet every tr seconds. The total time spent awake in the SYNC
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Table 3.1: ADV-MAC: Notations Used

Quantity Notation

Total Simulation Time tsim

Tx/Rx/Idle Listening Power w

No. of Nodes N

No. of Source Nodes Ns

No. of Frames/Cycles in tsim Nc

No. of Packets Exchanged in tsim Np

Duration of Sync Period tsync

Duration of Time-out Period tTA

Duration of ADV Period tADV

Duration of Average Contention Period t̄cw

Duration of Control Packet (RTS, CTS, ACK, ADV) tcontrol

Duration of Data Packet tdata

Duty Cycle (%) p

period and the final timeout period by all the N nodes during the simulation

period is

NNc(tsync + tTA), (3.2)

where Nc is the total number of cycles in the simulation time tsim. The duration

of SYNC and time-out periods are denoted by tsync and tTA. The time spent in

sending and receiving the CTS and data packets is

2Np(tcontrol + tdata), (3.3)
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where tcontrol is the duration of control packets (RTS, CTS or ACK), Np is the total

number of packets exchanged within the simulation time tsim and calculated as

Nstsim/tr, and tdata is the duration of a data packet. Since we consider overhearing

avoidance, the factor 2 is used in (3.3) to indicate that only two nodes are awake.

Without overhearing avoidance, all nodes hearing the data would be awake, and

the factor would be N instead of 2. The total time spent during the course of Nc

cycles in transmitting and receiving the control packets and waiting in contention

period is

NNp(2tcontrol + t̄cw), (3.4)

where t̄cw is the average time spent in contention by a node.

Combining (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), the total time spent awake by all N nodes

in a unicast scenario is found to be

Ttmac = NNc(tsync + tTA) + 2Np(tcontrol + tdata)

+NNp(2tcontrol + t̄cw). (3.5)

For a broadcast scenario, this equation becomes

Ttmac = NNc(tsync + tTA) +NNp(tdata + t̄cw). (3.6)

If w is the transmission, reception or idle listening power, then the total energy

spent per node is

Etmac =
Ttmacw

N
. (3.7)

3.1.5.3 ADV-MAC

As in T-MAC, let us calculate the total time spent awake by all nodes in the

virtual cluster. Let na be the average number of packets transmitted in each

cycle, given by Np/Nc. The total time spent awake in the SYNC period and the

advertisement period by all the N nodes during the duration of the simulation is

NNc(tsync + tADV ). (3.8)
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where tADV is the duration of the advertisement period. The time spent in sending

and receiving the data, CTS and ACK packet is given by

2Np(tdata + 2tcontrol). (3.9)

Again, the factor 2 is used since only two nodes are awake. The time spent during

the course of Nc cycles in transmitting and receiving the control packets (RTS)

and waiting in the contention period is given by

2Nc

[na]∑
i=0

(na − i)(tcontrol + t̄cw). (3.10)

The summation term reflects the number of nodes that are waiting in contention

and then receiving or transmitting RTS and CTS packets. For example, suppose

there are 3 nodes waiting to transmit within a given cycle. Then, 6 nodes will

wait for (2tcontrol + t̄cw) amount of time. The node that wins the contention will

stay awake with its destination node, while the other 4 nodes will go to sleep.

When this data transfer is complete, these 4 nodes will wake up and again spend

(2tcontrol+ t̄cw) amount of time. Then two nodes will stay awake and the remaining

two will go to sleep and wake up when the data exchange is over. The summation

is to add up all these (2tcontrol+ t̄cw) periods spent awake by the nodes. Combining

(3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), the total time spent awake by all N nodes together for a

unicast scenario is

Tadvmac = NNc(tsync + tADV ) + 2Np(tdata + 2tcontrol)

+ 2Nc

[na]∑
i=0

(na − i)(tcontrol + t̄cw). (3.11)

For a broadcast scenario, the above equation becomes

Tadvmac = NNc(tsync + tADV )+

(1 +
N −Ns

nt

)Nc

[na]∑
i=0

(na − i)(tdata + t̄cw). (3.12)
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The summation term has a coefficient of (1 + N−Ns

nt
) instead of 2, where nt is the

number of different data types. This is because for each sender there is more than

one receiver. Since each receiver selectively receives the broadcast packets, for

each type of data packet, there will be N−Ns

nt
receivers. As before, the total energy

spent per node is

Eadvmac =
Tadvmacw

N
. (3.13)

The energy consumption equations of S-MAC, T-MAC and ADV-MAC do not

consider any collisions. However, if the network is not highly loaded, they provide

a reasonable approximation.

3.2 ADV-MAC Performance Evaluation

In our simulations, we compared the performance of the three protocols: S-MAC,

T-MAC and ADV-MAC. We used energy consumption, throughput and latency

as the three performance metrics for comparison.

3.2.1 Simulation Setup

We performed all simulations in ns 2.29 [34]. The S-MAC code is included in

this version of ns. We coded T-MAC and ADV-MAC in ns-2 as well. We use

three different duty cycle settings (10%, 20% and 30%) for S-MAC because one

fixed duty cycle is not suitable for all traffic loads investigated. Also, we limit the

data rate to 1 pkt/sec. Although ADV-MAC and T-MAC both can handle higher

traffic loads, S-MAC cannot handle such high loads. The frame time for 10% duty

cycle is 238.4 ms, and we set this frame time for T-MAC and ADV-MAC as well.

We used a duration of 15 ms for the time-out periods of T-MAC as in [46]. Since

transmit, receive and idle listening have close energy consumption values [1][3],

we set a common value of 55.8 mW for all three operations in accordance with
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Figure 3.2: Single hop, unicast vs. data rate: Performance comparison of ADV-

MAC, T-MAC and S-MAC. The extension ‘-a’ corresponds to analytical results.
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Table 3.2: ADV-MAC: Parameter Values

Parameters Values

Total Simulation Time (tsim) 200 s

Tx / Rx / Idle Listening Power 55.8 mW

Transmission Rate 250 Kbps

Transmission, Carrier sense Range 100, 200 m

Duration of frames (tframe) 238.4 ms

Dur. of sync (tsync), contention period (tcw) 8.4, 13 ms

Dur. of time-out period (tTA), ADV period (tADV ) 15 ms, 15 ms

Dur. of control (tcontrol)), data packet (tdata) 0.9, 9.5 ms

[1] where the average current consumption value is 18.6 mA and a battery of 3 V

is used. The transmission rate is 250 kbps, and the transmission range is 100 m,

while the interference or carrier sense range is 200 m. The Advertisement period

and the contention period are divided into slots of 0.1 ms each. All nodes in the

simulations are placed randomly. We use T-MAC with over-hearing avoidance, as

it is used in the simulations in [46]. The values used for the simulation parameters

are summarized in Table 3.2.

We used a duration of 15 ms for the Advertisement period, which is the same

as the TA period TA period of T-MAC. However, since the Advertisement period

is an important parameter for determining the efficiency of the ADV-MAC pro-

tocol, we performed an experiment to determine whether or not 15 ms would be

acceptable. It was found that for the highest traffic load used in the simulations,

the probability of ADV packet collision is 2% which is an acceptable value. Within

a frame, we consider no retransmissions. If a node transmits its RTS but fails to
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transmit data packet successfully, it retries in the next frame.

3.2.2 Results

3.2.2.1 Effect of data rate on single hop, unicast scenario

In the first set of simulations, we investigate the effects of traffic load on energy

consumption, latency and throughput. We consider an area of 50 m x 50 m with

all nodes in transmission range of each other. There are 20 nodes in the area

including 5 sources. The traffic load is varied by increasing the data rate from 0.2

pkt/sec to 1 pkt/sec.

Fig. 3.2(a) shows the energy consumptions obtained from the simulations as

well as the results obtained from the energy equations (3.1), (3.7) and (3.13).

Figs. 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) show the corresponding latency and throughput values,

respectively. As seen from the figure, ADV-MAC and S-MAC with 10% duty

cycle give the best energy consumption results, with ADV-MAC having slightly

lower energy consumption for lower traffic loads and 10% S-MAC having slightly

lower energy consumption for higher traffic loads. However, as seen from the

corresponding latency and throughput values, which are shown in Figs. 4 and

5, respectively, S-MAC with such a low duty cycle actually cannot handle the

high traffic loads and gives very poor throughput and very high latency results.

However, ADV-MAC presents stable latency and throughput results for all traffic

loads, showing its resiliency to variable data traffic loads and high traffic loads.

As data rate increases beyond 0.5 pkt/sec, 10% S-MAC is no longer sufficient

because of high latency and low throughput. At high data rates, 20% duty cycle

gives acceptable values of latency and throughput for S-MAC. However, the energy

consumption of ADV-MAC is 44% less than the energy consumption of S-MAC

with 20% duty cycle at the highest data rate.

It is seen that as data rate increases, the energy consumption of ADV-MAC
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increases very little, but that of T-MAC increases much faster. This happens

because nodes that are not a part of a data exchange can selectively go to sleep

in ADV-MAC, but all nodes in the carrier sense range must be awake in T-MAC.

From Fig. 3.2(a) we can see that the energy consumption of ADV-MAC at higher

data rates is as much as 24% lower than that of T-MAC. Also, ADV-MAC has the

least latency and the maximum throughput at all data rates. 20% S-MAC and

T-MAC also have the least latency and maximum throughput, but their energy

consumptions are much higher than ADV-MAC, as pointed out before. Thus

ADV-MAC successfully adapts to traffic load, providing low energy consumption

with high throughput and low latency over all traffic conditions.

3.2.2.2 Effect of number of sources on single hop, unicast scenario

In the second set of simulations, we investigate the effect of different numbers of

sources on the performance of the three MAC protocols. The simulation setup is

similar to the previous case, but we vary the number of sources from 1 to 10 and

keep the data rate fixed at 1 pkt/sec for all sources.

Fig. 3.3(a) shows the energy consumptions for the three protocols obtained

from simulations and analysis. Fig. 3.3(b) and Fig. 3.3(c) show the latency and

throughput comparisons, respectively. 10% S-MAC is suitable only for 1-2 sources.

20% S-MAC gives acceptable values of latency and throughput up to 6 sources.

Beyond that, 30% S-MAC is needed. T-MAC adapts successfully to increasing

number of sources (i.e., increasing load) with the least latency and the maximum

throughput. However, the energy consumption of T-MAC increases with the

number of sources. ADV-MAC, on the other hand, shows very little increase in

energy consumption while maintaining similar latency and throughput as T-MAC.

ADV-MAC provides up to 35% reduction in energy compared to T-MAC. It is

to be noted that at 10 sources, both T-MAC and ADV-MAC initially have all

the nodes awake for data transfer. However, as each pair of node complete their
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Figure 3.3: Single hop, unicast vs. number of sources: Performance comparison

of ADV-MAC, T-MAC and S-MAC. Extension ‘-a’ represents analytical results.
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data exchange, they go to sleep in ADV-MAC. However, all nodes in T-MAC keep

renewing their timers and stay awake until the last pair of nodes has completed

their data exchange. Thus the energy consumption of T-MAC is considerably

higher compared to ADV-MAC. Thus, ADV-MAC also adapts successfully to

different numbers of sources with the least energy consumption and while still

maintaining the minimum latency and the maximum throughput.

3.2.2.3 Effect of data rate on single hop, multicast scenario

In the third simulation setup, we consider the performance of the three protocols

under multicasting as we vary the data rate. We consider an area of 50 m x

50 m with 20 nodes including 4 sources. All nodes are in transmission range

of each other. There are 4 types of data, and each source broadcasts a specific

type of data. Each receiving node is interested in only one of these four data

types. The receiving node types are uniformly distributed. As in the first set of

simulations, we vary the traffic load by increasing the data rate from 0.2 pkt/sec to

1 pkt/sec. Fig. 3.4 shows the energy consumption of the three protocols obtained

from simulations and analysis under multicasting. As seen from the figure, ADV-
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MAC results in the least energy consumption values for all data rates. The energy

savings of ADV-MAC is because ADV packets contain the type of the data to be

broadcast. Hence, nodes that are not interested in that type of data go to sleep,

saving energy. As a result, ADV-MAC provides up to 28% reduction in energy

compared to T-MAC. The latency and throughput trends are similar to the first

set of simulations and are not shown. Thus, ADV-MAC has the least energy

consumption in a multicasting scenario with high throughput and low latency.

3.2.2.4 Effect of number of sources on single hop, multicast scenario

In this set of simulations, we consider the performance of the three protocols

under multicasting as we increase the number of sources from 1 to 10. As in the

previous simulations, there are 20 nodes including the sources in an area of 50

m x 50 m. The sources are transmitting at the rate of 1 pkt/sec. There are 4

data types, and the data types are uniformly distributed among the sources as

well as the receivers. Fig. 3.5 shows the energy consumption results for the three

protocols. The trend is similar to the unicast case in the second set of simulations.

The energy consumption of ADV-MAC is 45% less compared to T-MAC for 10
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sources. The latency and throughput (not shown) are similar to the unicast case

in the second set of simulations where ADV-MAC achieves the highest throughput

and the least latency.

3.2.2.5 Effect of data rate on multi-hop, unicast scenario

To investigate the performance of the three MAC protocols in a multi-hop com-

munication environment, we define a new simulation set. We consider an area of

700 m x 700 m. There are 312 nodes with each node having an average of 20

neighbors in its transmission range. There are 20 source nodes, and we increase

the data rate from 0.2 pkt/sec to 1 pkt/sec. On the average, each receiver will

have 5 transmitting nodes in its carrier sense range. Fig. 3.6(a) shows the energy

consumptions obtained from the simulations. Since the energy equations are valid

only for the single hop case, we do not show analytical results. In the previous

simulations, all nodes could hear each other. Therefore, T-MAC did not suffer

from the early sleeping problem. However, since this is a multi-hop case, the early

sleeping problem is present in T-MAC, and the effects are visible in the simulation

results. It is seen that the energy consumption of ADV-MAC is as much as 30%

less compared to T-MAC and as much as 41% less compared to S-MAC with 20%

duty cycle.

Fig. 3.6(b) shows the latency comparison. The latency of T-MAC is more

than that of ADV-MAC at higher data rates. This is because of the early sleeping

problem. However ADV-MAC is immune to the problem, and its latency does not

increase as much. The effect of the early sleeping problem is also visible in the

throughput comparison as seen in Fig. 3.6(c). It is seen that the throughput of

T-MAC drops faster than ADV-MAC as the data rate increases.
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3.3 Summary

This chapter presents ADV-MAC, a new MAC protocol for wireless sensor net-

works. ADV-MAC minimizes the energy lost due to idle listening by introducing

the concept of advertising for contention. Simulations show that the protocol

adapts nicely to low and high traffic loads as well as to variable loads. ADV-MAC

provides further reductions in energy compared to S-MAC and T-MAC while not

sacrificing throughput or latency. In fact, in multi-hop variable load cases, ADV-

MAC not only has the least energy consumption, but also has better latency and

throughput compared to T-MAC. Also, ADV-MAC introduces an energy efficient

multicasting mechanism at the MAC level that is absent in S-MAC and T-MAC.

In the next chapter we derive an analytical model for the packet delivery

ratio and the energy consumption of the ADV-MAC protocol. We verify the

analytical model with simulations and use the model to choose an optimal value of

the advertisement period. The optimized ADV-MAC provides substantial energy

gains over the non-optimized version while faring as well as T-MAC in terms of

packet delivery ratio and latency.
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4 ADV-MAC: Analysis and

Optimization for Energy

Efficiency

In Chapter 3, we presented Advertisement-MAC (ADV-MAC), a MAC protocol

designed to minimize the energy wasted in idle listening. The energy consump-

tion of ADV-MAC is up to 45% less than the two well known MAC protocols,

Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [50] and Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) [46] for the scenarios

investigated.

Although ADV-MAC as proposed in Chapter 3 provides substantial energy

savings as well as good throughput and latency performances compared to S-

MAC and T-MAC, it is not optimal. We had chosen an arbitrary value of the

advertisement (ADV) period duration as well as the duration of the data con-

tention period in Chapter 3. Depending on the network load, an arbitrary choice

of these durations may lead to energy waste due to idle listening, or it may lead

to degradation in throughput and latency as well as energy loss due to excessive

collisions. To prevent this, we propose an analytical model for ADV-MAC in

this chapter. We perform simulations to validate this analytical model, and then

we use the model to determine the optimal value for the ADV period duration

as well as the duration of the data contention period. Also, we propose a more
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efficient contention method for data contention, which provides further energy

savings. Simulation results show that the optimized ADV-MAC provides a reduc-

tion in energy dissipation ranging from 30% to 70% or more while maintaining

the packet delivery ratio and latency of the original ADV-MAC for the scenarios

investigated.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we describe

the updated design of the ADV-MAC protocol. In Section 4.2, we present the

analytical model of ADV-MAC. In Section 4.3, we present the performance results.

In this section, we first verify the analytical model with simulations and choose

the optimal duration of the ADV and data contention periods. Then, we present

a detailed performance comparison of the optimized ADV-MAC protocol with the

previous ADV-MAC protocol, as well as S-MAC and T-MAC. Finally in Section

4.4, we conclude the chapter.

4.1 ADV-MAC Design Updates

The basic design of the ADV-MAC protocol remains the same as described in

Chapter 3. However we change the contention method of both the ADV period

and the Data Period.

4.1.1 ADV Period Contention

We change the contention method of the ADV period slightly, as it simplifies

the analytical model without decreasing the packet delivery ration in the ADV

period. Let Sadv be the duration of the ADV period and tadv be the duration of

an ADV packet, both in unit slots. Each node contending for the medium to send

an ADV packet selects a slot randomly from the first Sadv − tadv slots. The last

tadv slots are not selected, since an ADV packet transmission cannot finish within
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Figure 4.1: Contention method in the ADV period. In this example, 5 nodes

contend to send, two successfully transmit, two collide and one defers transmission.

the ADV period in that case. Each node starts a timer for the duration until its

selected slot. If a node hears any transmission before its timer reaches zero, it will

freeze the timer and resume it when that transmission ends ( previously, a node

hearing a transmission would cancel its timer a start afresh after the end of that

transmission). When the timer reaches zero, the node will transmit if enough time

is left in the ADV period to transmit. Otherwise, it will defer its transmission

and try again in the next frame. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the contention of 5 nodes

for Sadv = 30 and tadv = 3. Node 2 selects the 4th slot and starts transmitting

from the 5th slot, i.e., when its timer reaches zero. Once all other nodes hear the

transmission of node 2, they freeze their timers for tadv slots. However, since node

4 freezes its timer 3 times, the ADV period finishes before its timer expires, which

makes node 4 defer its transmission and contend again in the next frame. Note

that no acknowledgments are sent for ADV packets. For this reason, nodes 1 and

5, whose ADV packets were sent but collided, will not know of the collision and

will try to contend for the medium during the data period.
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4.1.2 Data Period Contention

The main idea of the ADV contention method is also used in the data period

contention. Let Γ be the duration of the data period and Sdata be the duration

of the contention window used before each data transmission, both in unit slots.

Let us consider no retransmissions first. Nodes that transmit in the ADV period,

select a slot out of Sdata and set their timer to the duration until their selected

slot. When the timer of a node reaches zero, the node begins the data exchange

by sending an RTS packet. RTS and CTS packets contains the duration of the

data exchange, so that nodes that are not part of the ongoing data exchange can

freeze their timers for the duration of this data exchange.

Nodes whose ADV packets collided in the ADV period also contend in the data

period. However, they cannot receive any CTS as their corresponding receivers

are asleep, which results in the nodes to timing out and to going to sleep. If RTS

packets collide, the corresponding receivers will wait for the entire duration of

Sdata and then go to sleep. The senders in this case will again go to sleep after

the CTS timeout. If we consider one retransmission, senders will randomly select

a new slot out of Sdata and repeat the process if they do not receive CTS.

This contention method defined in this chapter is different than the one defined

in Chapter 3. In the method proposed in Chapter 3, all nodes hearing a trans-

mission cancel their timers and choose a new slot out of Sdata once the ongoing

transmission ends. This process is repeated until all nodes finish contending or the

end of the data period is reached. We evaluated both methods with simulations

for various numbers of contending nodes to analyze their individual advantages.

We consider no retransmissions. The number of receiver nodes are assigned to be

equal to the number of contending nodes in the simulations. The total time spent

(in units of slots) by all nodes (senders and receivers) in contentions are shown

in Fig. 4.2 along with the collision probabilities observed. Using the contention
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Figure 4.2: Total average time spent by all contending nodes and the probability

of collisions in both contention methods.

method proposed in this chapter decreases the total time spent by nodes in con-

tention. When there are 5 contending nodes, the total time spent in contention

is reduced by as much as 25% compared to the contention method of [38]. Since

the time spent awake is directly proportional to energy consumption, there is also

an energy savings of 25%. This energy gain is obtained with almost no change in

the probability of collision, which increases only 1% for 5 nodes.

4.2 Analytical Model of ADV-MAC

In this section, we model the packet delivery ratio and the energy consumption of

ADV-MAC. We assume a perfect channel and no retransmissions within a frame.
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4.2.1 Packet Delivery Ratio

To determine the packet delivery ratio, we first calculate the average throughput

for a single frame given that there are N nodes contending. We analyze the

two levels of contention sequentially: the contention in the ADV period and the

contention in the data period. For convenience, important notations used in the

analysis are presented in Tables 4.1.

4.2.1.1 Contention in the ADV period

Let us consider N nodes competing to transmit in the ADV period. To be able

to calculate the number of nodes that will contend in the data period, we need to

find the number of nodes that transmit ADV packets in the ADV period, either

successfully (with no collision) or unsuccessfully (with collision). This is a random

variable, which we denote by X and its corresponding value by x. Hence, x ≤ N .

Assume that x nodes choose g of Sadvslots, where g ≤ x. If g = x, there will be

no collisions. Let Θ(x, g) denote the number of possible ways to assign x nodes

to g slots. Mathematically, this problem is the same as the number of different

distributions when placing x distinguishable balls into g indistinguishable bins

such that each bin has at least one ball. Hence, the expression of Θ(x, g) is found

to be

Θ(x, g) =
1

g!

g−1∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)x. (4.1)

Proof of (4.1) is given in A.1.

Let ξ(x, g) denote the number of slot selections by N nodes that result in g

distinct slots to be selected, where x nodes can transmit, and N − x nodes defer

their transmission due to insufficient time in the ADV period. The formula and

proof of ξ(x, g) is given in A.2. Let gmax(x) denote the maximum g value, i.e., the

maximum number of distinct slots used by x transmitting nodes. If tadv denotes
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Table 4.1: ADV-MAC Analytical Model: Notations Used I

Symbol Description

ci Slot no. of ith selected slot from

the beginning of the data contention window

gmax(x) Maximum number of distinct slots

for x transmitting nodes

ī Expected no. of nodes that get to transmit

out of the X nodes contending in the data period

M Total no. of nodes in one hop neighborhood

N No. of nodes contending at the beginning

of a frame

Nr No. of nodes that are to make their rth retrials

contending at the beginning

of a frame at steady state

Padv−nc, Probability of no collision for any node

Pdata−nc in ADV and data period, respectively

PDR Packet delivery ratio

S Index number of the slot of ADV period up to

which nodes can choose slots

Sadv Duration of ADV period

Sdata Duration of contention window in Γ

Ssync Duration of SYNC period

tadv Duration of ADV packet

tctrl Duration of a control packet (RTS, CTS, ACK)

tdata Duration of data packet

teifs Duration of extended inter-frame space

ttimeout Duration of CTS timeout
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Table 4.2: ADV-MAC Analytical Model: Notations Used II

Symbol Description

X Random variable denoting no. of nodes

that transmit in ADV period, i.e., no. of nodes

contending in the data period

x value assumed by random variable X

X Expected value of X

Xc No. of nodes that transmit with collision

in ADV period

Xs No. of nodes that transmit with success

in ADV period

Ys Expected no. of nodes that transmit

with success in data period

Γ Duration of data period

νrx, νtx Power for reception and transmission,

respectively

Θ(x, g) No. of ways to assign x nodes to g slots

ρ Throughput of a single frame in steady state

τk Duration of the time for which nodes

freeze their timer for the kth transmission

εadv Total energy consumption in the ADV period

εdata Total energy consumption in the data period

εsync Total energy consumption in the SYNC period

εtotal Energy consumption per node per packet

ω(x,N) No. of ways of slot selection that give

x transmitting nodes and

N − x deferring nodes

ξ(x, g) No. of ways in which we can choose g distinct

slots which will result in x transmitting nodes

and N − x deferring nodes in an ADV period
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Figure 4.3: Symbols used in the analysis.

the duration of an ADV packets, and Sadv denotes the duration of the ADV period

(both in units of slots), then

gmax(x) = min

(
x,

⌊
Sadv

tadv + 1

⌋)
. (4.2)

Note that we divide Sadv with (tadv + 1), since the transmission of an ADV packet

requires one preceding empty slot. The number of slot selections that result in x

transmitting nodes and N − x deferring nodes, ω(x,N), is given by

ω(x,N) =

(
N

x

) gmax(x)∑
g=1

Θ(x, g)ξ(x, g). (4.3)

All N nodes select a slot out of the first S = Sadv−tadv slots of the ADV period

to be able to finish their transmission before the end of the the ADV period. Hence,

the number of all possible slot selections by N nodes is SN . Consequently, the

probability of having x transmitting nodes out of N nodes, P (X = x |N), can be

written as

P (X = x|N) =
ω(x,N)

SN

=
1

SN

(
N

x

) gmax(x)∑
g=1

Θ(x, g)ξ(x, g).
(4.4)

For contention analysis of the data period, the number of ADV transmissions

that result in collisions and success should be derived. The probability that a slot
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Figure 4.4: Example of contention in data period: the node with index number 6

was successful in both the ADV as well as the data periods. The node with index

number 3 had a collision in the ADV period and hence times out. The nodes with

indices 2 and 7 collide in the data period.

selected by a node is collision-free is

Padv−nc =
S(S − 1)N−1

SN
. (4.5)

Thus, Xs, the expected number of nodes that transmit successfully out of X

transmitting nodes, and Xc, the expected number of nodes whose ADV packets

collide are given by

Xs = XPadv−nc, (4.6)

Xc = X(1− Padv−nc). (4.7)

where X represents the expected value of X and can be calculated as

X = E[X|N ] =
N∑

x=1

xP (X = x|N). (4.8)

Note that the value of X that is used to calculate Xs and Xc may be fractional.

In the following analysis, we first consider X to be an integer variable. Then, we

present a method to apply fractional values of X to the derived analysis.
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4.2.1.2 Contention in the Data period

The expected number of nodes that transmit DATA packets successfully in the

data period, Ys, depends on the ADV packet transmission success and failure of

the nodes, i.e., Xs and Xc. We assume that there are no retransmissions, i.e., if a

node does not receive a CTS packet reply for its RTS packet, it will not attempt

again in that frame.

Let the duration of the data contention period be Sdata in unit slots. Therefore,

Sdata ≤ Γ, where Γ is the data period length in unit slots. Each of the X nodes

will randomly select a slot out of Sdata and set its contention timer to the value

of the selected slot.

Consider the slot selections from the contention window as illustrated in Fig.

4.4. Let ci represent the ith selected slot from the beginning of the contention win-

dow and ni represent the node that selected ci. If multiple nodes select the same

slot, that slot is given different indices as shown in Fig. 4.4. We want to calculate

the expected number of nodes that can transmit within one frame. Let us consider

the nth
i node and find the probability that it can send within the current frame.

For that, we need to find the total time elapsed until the nth
i node’s contention

timer reaches zero, ti,wait, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. There are two components

of ti,wait. The first component is the total time spent by the nth
i node for carrier

sensing the medium. This is given by ci, i.e., the initial value of its contention

timer. The other component is the time elapsed during the transmissions of the

i − 1 preceding nodes. Whether there are one or more transmitting nodes that

starts transmission in the same preceding slot, it is considered as one transmission

for the ni
th node. Hence, the number of preceding transmissions is i − 1 for the

ni
th node in case of no collisions, whereas in the case of collisions, there will be

less than i− 1 preceding transmissions.

When a transmission begins in the channel, the nodes that are not part of this
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transmission freeze their timers for a specific duration. Assume that τk is the du-

ration of the time the nth
i node freezes its timer for the kth preceding transmission.

Depending on whether the kth transmission is a collision or whether the receiving

nodes successfully received the ADV packet in the ADV period, there are four

different values of τk corresponding to one of the following four possible cases:

1. Success in the ADV and success in the data period:

3tctrl + tdata (RTS+CTS+DATA+ACK duration)

2. Success in the ADV and collision in the data period:

tctrl + teifs (RTS+Extended Interframe Space duration)

3. Collision in the ADV and success in the data period:

tctrl + ttimeout (RTS+Timeout duration)

4. Collision in the ADV and collision in the data period:

tctrl + teifs (RTS+Extended Interframe Space duration),

where, the duration of control packets such as RTS, CTS or ACK is denoted by

tctrl and the duration of a data packet is denoted by tdata. The duration of an

extended inter-frame space is denoted by teifs. The extended inter-frame space is

used to defer transmission if a previously received packet contains an error. The

duration of an CTS timeout is denoted by ttimeout.

Then,

ti,wait = ci + Σkτk, (4.9)

where Σk adds the durations of the timer suspensions of node ni due to the

preceding transmissions.
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The nth
i node will transmit, if

Γ− ti,wait ≥ 3tctrl + tdata

⇒ Γ− (ci + Σkτk) ≥ 3tctrl + tdata,

⇒ Γ− (ci + Σkτk + 3tctrl + tdata) ≥ 0. (4.10)

To calculate the expected number of successful data transmissions, Ys, we need

to find the expected number of transmitting nodes, ī and the probability of Case

1. However, ī is determined by the expected value of τk and ci, i.e., τk, and ci,

respectively. The expression of ci is given in A.3. Note that since we consider the

expected value of ci, no cases of two or more nodes selecting the same slot, i.e., no

cases of collisions, exist. Hence, there will be exactly i − 1 transmissions before

the nth
i node. Consequently, we can rewrite (4.10) as

Γ− (ci + (i− 1)τ + 3tctrl + tdata) ≥ 0. (4.11)

The expected value of τ , τ , incorporates the effects of collisions in (4.11) and is

given by

τ = Padv−ncPdata−nc(3tctrl + tdata)

+ Padv−nc(1− Pdata−nc)(tctrl + teifs)

+ (1− Padv−nc)Pdata−nc(tctrl + ttimeout)

+ (1− Padv−nc)(1− Pdata−nc)(tctrl + teifs), (4.12)

where Pdata−nc is the probability that a transmission results in no collision. As

for the probability of no collision in the ADV period, i.e., as in (4.5), Pdata−nc is

given by

Pdata−nc =
Sdata(Sdata − 1)X−1

SX
data

. (4.13)
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Figure 4.5: Contention in the data period with expected values of the chosen slots

The number of nodes that get to transmit out of X contending nodes is defined

and calculated as

ī = max
Ψi≥0

i∈(0,X)

i, (4.14)

where Ψi represents the LHS of the inequality given in (4.11). The average number

of nodes that can transmit successfully in the data period is, then,

Ys = īPdata−ncPadv−nc. (4.15)

Note that Ys is determined by X through (4.13)-(4.15), however, X is assumed

to be an integer. In fact, X has fractional values more often than not. For these

cases, we present a linear interpolation method using the two closest integer values,

bXc and dXe, as follows. Let the number of nodes successfully transmitting in

the data period from bXc and dXe contending nodes be Ys1 and Ys2, respectively.

Given that

X = qbXc+ (1− q)dXe, (4.16)
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the linear interpolation of Ys is calculated as

Ys
′
= qYs1 + (1− q)Ys2. (4.17)

For a given number of contending nodes, the expected number of successful

nodes in the data period can be found using (4.17). However, to find the successful

packet delivery ratio, retries must be incorporated to the successful contention

calculations. For that, we consider the steady state case, where there are Nr

number of nodes attempting their rth retrials. The variable N0 corresponds to the

new contending nodes at the beginning of the frame, which is a system parameter

to be used to evaluate the MAC protocol performance. Considering that the

maximum number of retries is 2, the total number of nodes contending at the

beginning of a frame in the steady state is N = N0 +N1 +N2. Therefore, we need

to derive the formula for N1 and N2 given N0, to incorporate the retries in the

successful contention calculations.

Let the steady state throughput for each frame, i.e., the ratio of successful

nodes, for N contending nodes, be ρ. Then,

N1 = N0(1− ρ). (4.18)

This is because, out of N0 fresh nodes, N0(1− ρ) will fail to transmit and try in

the next frame. Similarly,

N2 = N1(1− ρ),

= N0(1− ρ)2. (4.19)

Then, the total number of nodes contending at the beginning of a frame in the

steady state is given by

N = N0 +N1 +N2,

= N0(1 + (1− ρ) + (1− ρ)2),

= N0(ρ3 − 3ρ+ 3) = η(ρ), (4.20)
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where η(ρ) is a function of ρ. Note that the steady state value of N can be

factional. However, an integer value of N is needed for the equations in the ADV

period calculations given in Section 4.2.1.1. In that case, we apply the linear

interpolation method used for the calculation of Ys
′
with fractional X values, i.e.,

Equations (4.16)-(4.17).

The throughput of the steady state contention is

ρ =
Ys
′

N
=

Ys
′

η(ρ)
,

⇒ ρ− Ys
′

η(ρ)
= 0. (4.21)

We can solve (4.21) numerically in the feasible interval [0, 1] and find the steady

state value of the throughput ρ. Since there are N0 fresh nodes at a frame, then

the total number of packets transmitted successfully is Nρ = N0(ρ3− 3ρ+ 3)ρ as

we have N contending nodes for the frame. Then, the successful packet delivery

ratio is found to be

PDR =
N0(ρ3 − 3ρ+ 3)ρ

N0

= (ρ3 − 3ρ+ 3)ρ. (4.22)

4.2.2 Energy Consumption

In this section, we present the mathematical analysis for average energy consump-

tion of the nodes that employ ADV-MAC. We consider a single hop neighborhood

where all nodes are in transmission range of one another, i.e., there are no hidden

terminals. Let the total number of nodes in this neighborhood be M . Although

all of the M nodes are awake in the SYNC and ADV period, only those nodes that

transmitted ADVs or successfully received ADVs will be awake in the data period.

Let the transmission and reception power be denoted by νtx and νrx, respectively.
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Then, the expected total energy consumption in one ADV period is

εadv = Xtadvνtx + (SadvM −Xtadv)νrx, (4.23)

since only X of the M nodes transmit ADV packets with duration tadv and all of

the M nodes listen to the medium except the time they transmit an ADV packet.

The energy consumption of the SYNC period is

εsync = SsyncMνrx. (4.24)

For the sake of the brevity, we ignore the infrequent SYNC packet transmissions

such as one transmission in 50 frames.

For the data period, we considerN0 fresh nodes for a frame as in Section 4.2.1.2.

Then, the total number of contending nodes at the beginning of a frame in steady

state, N , can be calculated using (4.20). Of these N nodes, X nodes transmit

in the ADV period on average. Out of these X nodes, Xs will be successful and

Xc will result in collision, on average. Since only Xs nodes transmit successfully

in the ADV period, there will be Xs corresponding receivers awake in the data

period. However, Xc nodes will have no receivers waiting for them.

Expected chosen slots are shown to be equally spaced in Section 4.2.1.2 and are

illustrated in Fig. 4.5. We will evaluate the energy consumption in this expected

slot assignment case. Let us consider a transmission that starts at ci and the

transmitter and the destined receiver node of this transmission. Depending on

the success or the collision of the ADV packet transmission and the data packet

transmission, there are four possible cases that the transmission starting at ci can

have. These cases are:

• Success in both ADV and data packet transmissions : All nodes go to sleep

after receiving the RTS packets intended for other nodes. Moreover, once

node ni finishes its transmission in the data period, it and the corresponding

receiver go to sleep until the end of the frame. For the sake of brevity, we
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ignore the case of a transmitter node being a receiver of another transmis-

sion. The energy consumption of the transmitting node in the data period

is, then,

εs1,i = νrxci + νrx(i− 1)tctrl

+ νtx(tctrl + tdata) + νrx2tctrl, (4.25)

where the first term in (4.25) corresponds to the energy consumed due to

carrier sensing and the second term corresponds to the energy consumed

during reception of the RTS packets of the preceding i − 1 transmissions.

The last two terms are the energy consumptions due to transmitting an RTS

and a data packet and receiving the corresponding CTS and ACK packets.

Similarly, the energy consumption of the corresponding receiver is

εr1,i = νrxci + νrx(i− 1)tctrl

+ νrx(tctrl + tdata) + νtx2tctrl. (4.26)

The first two terms of (4.26) are the same as that of equation (4.25). The last

two terms are because the receivers receives the RTS and DATA packets and

transmits the CTS and ACK packets. Thus, the total energy consumption

of the sender and the corresponding receiver of the ith transmission is

εi1 = εs1,i + εr1,i. (4.27)

• Success in the ADV packet transmission and collision in the RTS packet

transmission: Since the ADV packet is successfully transmitted, there will be

a corresponding receiver awake in the data period. The energy consumption

of the transmitting node is

εs2,i = νrxci + νrx(i− 1)tctrl

+ νtxtctrl + νrxttimeout, (4.28)
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where the last two terms correspond to the transmission of an RTS packet

and to waiting for a reply for a duration of ttimeout. Due to the collision,

the corresponding receiver will wait until the end of the last transmission.

However, the energy consumption of the corresponding receiver is

εr2,i = νrxcī + νrxitctrl + κttimeout, (4.29)

where

κ =

 0 if ī < X

1 if ī = X
(4.30)

The term κ is derived as follows. After each transmission, the receiving node

calculates the remaining time in the data period. Since the corresponding

transmitting node’s RTS collided, the receiving node will have no knowledge

that its transmitter has already tried to transmit. So the receiving node

will keep on listening to the medium until the data period ends or until

it timeouts. When the data period is not big enough to accommodate all

of the X nodes to transmit, i.e., ī < X, the receiving node will go to sleep

directly after the last RTS transmission (collision or success), as it will know

that there is not enough space in the data period for another transmission.

When the data period is big enough to accommodate all of the X nodes,

i.e., ī = X, the receiving node will timeout and go to sleep. Thus, during

the data period, the total energy consumption of the sender and the receiver

of the ith transmission is

ε2,i = εs2,i + εr2,i. (4.31)

• Collision in the ADV packet transmission and success in the RTS packet

transmission: In this case, the receiving node will not be awake in the data
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period. Thus, the total energy consumption for the transmitter node is

ε3,i = νrxci + νrx(i− 1)tctrl

+ νtxtctrl + νrxttimeout. (4.32)

The first term of (4.32) is the energy consumption due to carrier sensing

during contention and the second term is due to the reception of the i − 1

previous RTS packets. The last two terms are due to the RTS packet trans-

mission of the node and its channel listening during the following timeout.

• Collision in the ADV packet transmission and in the RTS packet transmis-

sion: The transmitter node will have no receiver awake for it in the data

period and the energy consumption is exactly same as the previous case,

which is

ε4,i = νrxci + νrx(i− 1)tctrl

+ νtxtctrl + νrxttimeout. (4.33)

On average, there will be ī nodes out of X nodes to transmit, where ī ≤ X.

Combining (4.27), (4.31), (4.32) and (4.33), the total average energy spent in the

data period is given by

εdata =
ī∑

i=1

[Padv−ncPdata−ncε1,i + Padv−nc(1− Pdata−nc)ε2,i

+ (1− Padv−nc)Pdata−ncε3,i + (1− Padv−nc)(1− Pdata−nc)ε4,i]

+ (1− κ)
X∑

i=ī+1

[Padv−nc2(νrxcī + νrxītctrl)

+ (1− Padv−nc)(νrxcī + νrxītctrl)]. (4.34)

The first four terms within the first summation of (4.34) are due to the four pos-

sible cases of the ith transmission. The second summation is for the transmissions

that are deferred due to lack of time in the data period. The first term of this
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summation is for the transmitting nodes whose ADV packet transmissions are

successful. In that case the transmitting node will have a corresponding receiving

node awake in the data period. Both these nodes will listen to the channel for a

period of cī and receive ī RTS packets. Similarly, the second term of the second

summation is for the transmitting nodes whose ADV packets are collided. Again,

the linear interpolation defined in Section 4.2.1.2 is used for the second summation

since X can be fractional.

Finally, using (4.23), (4.24) and (4.34), the average energy consumption per

node per packet can be found as

εtotal =
εdata + εadv + εsync

MN0PDR
. (4.35)

4.3 Optimized ADV-MAC Performance Evalu-

ation

In the original ADV-MAC protocol proposed in Chapter 3, the duration of the

ADV period is set to 15ms which is equal to the timeout period of T-MAC. Also,

the data contention period is set to 12.7ms. These parameters are not optimal

for the traffic load and caused energy waste. In this section, we first verify the

analytical models presented in Section 4.2 with simulations. Then, we use the

analytical models to find the optimal values of the ADV period and the data

contention window size and use the optimal values to evaluate the performance of

the ADV-MAC protocol. In our simulations, we compared the performance of the

optimized ADV-MAC with three protocols: the original ADV-MAC in Chapter

3, T-MAC and S-MAC. We use energy consumption per successfully transmitted

packet, packet delivery ratio and latency as the metrics for comparison as we vary

the traffic rate or the number of sources.

We performed all simulations in ns 2.29 [34]. The S-MAC code is included
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in this version of ns. We coded T-MAC and ADV-MAC in ns-2 as well. We use

different duty cycle settings, 10% and 20%, for S-MAC because one fixed duty

cycle is not suitable for all traffic loads investigated. The frame time for 10%

duty cycle of S-MAC is 236.4ms, and we set this frame time for T-MAC and

ADV-MAC as well. The transmission rate is 250kbps, and the transmission range

is 100m, while the interference and carrier sense range is 200m. Constant bit

rate traffic generators with random noise in the scheduled departure times are

used in the simulation. We use the power consumption values of MicaZ motes [1]

to derive realistic energy consumption values. The current consumption values of

MicaZ motes are 17.4mA and 19.1mA for transmission and reception, respectively.

Considering a battery of 3 V, the transmission and reception powers are 52.2mW

and 59.1mW , respectively. The idle power consumption is the same as that for

reception. The ADV period and the data contention period are divided into

slots of 0.1ms each. For the multi-hop simulations, the nodes are deployed in the

target area with uniformly random distribution. We use T-MAC with overhearing

avoidance, since it is used in the simulations in [46]. The values used for the

simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.3.

4.3.1 Verification of the Analytical Models

We consider 20 nodes in an area of 50x50m. There are 10 sources, each transmit-

ting 1 pkt/sec. This means that the average number of fresh nodes contending for

the medium in each frame is N0 = 10 ∗ frame duration = 10 ∗ 0.236 = 2.36. To

verify the mathematical models, we calculated the packet delivery ratio (PDR)

and energy consumption per node per packet for this scenario for different values

of the ADV period using the proposed models. Since the frame size is fixed, vary-

ing the ADV period duration results in varying the data period duration. We used

ns-2.29 to simulate the same scenario and the simulation results are compared to

the analytical results. The PDR results are shown in Fig. 4.6, and the energy
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Table 4.3: ADV-MAC Optimized Parameter Values

Parameters Values

Carrier sense Range 200m

Duration of ADV period

(Original ADV-MAC) (Sadv) 15ms

Duration of frames 236.4ms

Duration of one slot 0.1ms

Duration of sync (Ssync) 8.4ms

Duration of time-out period (ttimeout) 15ms

Duration of control packet (tctrl) 0.9ms

Duration of data packet (tdata) 8.5ms

Rx Idle Listening Power (νrx) 59.1mW

Total Simulation Time 200s

Tx Listening Power (νtx) 52.2mW

Transmission Rate 250Kbps

Transmission Range 100m

consumption values are shown in Fig. 4.7. The 95% confidence intervals are also

shown in the figures. Each point in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 are the average of 100 runs.

In all subsequent simulations, each point is the average of 50 runs. The confidence

intervals for the simulation results are observed to be very small, and hence are

not shown in the figures for the sake of brevity.

In Fig. 4.6, we vary the ADV period duration from 1ms, i.e., from 10 slots
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Figure 4.6: PDR values obtained from analysis and simulation. This graph is for

N0 = 2.36. Confidence intervals of 95% are shown for the simulation results.

to 215ms, i.e., to 2150 slots. When the ADV period duration is very small, few

nodes get to transmit ADV packets successfully. This results in very low PDR

values. With a sufficient duration of the ADV period, the PDR rises to almost

100%. For very high values of the ADV period duration, most nodes successfully

transmit their ADV packets. However, the time remaining for the data period

in the frame becomes not enough to accommodate all the nodes that successfully

transmitted ADV packets. Therefore, the PDR falls for very high ADV period

duration values. With ADV period durations between 10ms and 185ms, the PDR

remains at around 100%. We use a break in the graph to hide that part from the

graph in Fig. 4.6.

The average energy consumption per successfully transmitted packet initially

decreases with increasing ADV period duration as shown in Fig. 4.7. The mini-

mum is reached when the ADV period duration is around 4ms. After this point,

the energy consumption increases with increasing ADV period duration. This
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happens because with a very small duration of the ADV period, the packet deliv-

ery ratio is very small, and hence, the average energy consumption per successfully

transmitted packet is very high. As we increase the ADV period duration, the

PDR increases rapidly, and the total energy consumption also increases due to

increase in the duration of the ADV period, although the average energy con-

sumption per successful packet decreases. With a sufficiently large value of the

ADV period, the value of PDR remains fixed around 1. Increasing the ADV period

duration beyond that value just increases the total energy consumption. Thus,

the average energy consumption per successful packet increases after reaching a

minimum.

From Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, it is seen that that curves from the analytical model

follow the simulated curves very closely. We have done several other simulations

with different values of N0, and observed that the analytical results closely follow

the simulation results for different N0 values, also. Hence, we conclude that our

analytical models predict the average PDR and the average energy consumption

of ADV-MAC accurately.

4.3.2 Selection of ADV Period Duration and Data Con-

tention Window Duration

The PDR and energy consumption values of ADV-MAC depend on two param-

eters: Sadv or the ADV period duration and Sdata or the duration of the data

contention period. If Sadv is smaller than optimal, the PDR will be poor, and if

Sadv is greater than optimal, it will cause energy waste. If Sadv is too large, it will

lead to poor PDR as well. Similarly, smaller than optimal Sdata values provide

poor PDR, and greater than optimal Sdata values cause energy waste. We use the

analytical model to select the optimal values of both Sadv and Sdata to meet a

given PDR requirement at minimum energy expenditure.
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Figure 4.8: Optimal value of Sadv and Sdata for a required PDR of 95% or more

for N0 = 5.
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Figure 4.9: Single hop: Effect of data rate on different metrics.
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Let us consider an example where the average number of fresh nodes contend-

ing for the medium at the beginning of each frame is 5, i.e. N0 = 5. Suppose,

the PDR requirement is to be at least 95%. From Fig. 4.8, it is seen that the

required PDR requirement is satisfied at (S∗adv, S
∗
data) = (70 slots, 80 slots). At

higher values of Sadv and Sdata, the PDR values are equal to or higher than 95%,

however the energy consumption at each of these points are higher than that for

(S∗adv, S
∗
data).

4.3.3 Optimal ADV-MAC Performance Analysis

4.3.3.1 Effect of data rate in single hop scenario

In the first set of simulations, we investigate the effects of traffic load on energy

consumption, latency and throughput. We consider an area of 50m×50m with all

nodes being in transmission range of each other. There are 20 nodes in the area

including 5 sources. The traffic load is varied by increasing the data rate from

0.2 pkt/sec to 1 pkt/sec. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the energy consumption per node per

packet as the data rate varies. Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) show the corresponding

PDR and latency results. We denote the optimized ADV-MAC protocol with a

‘*’ in the figures. S-MAC 10% denotes S-MAC with a duty cycle of 10%, and

S-MAC 20% denotes S-MAC with 20% duty cycle.

From Fig. 4.9(a), it is seen than the optimized ADV-MAC protocol achieves

35− 51% less energy consumption compared to the original ADV-MAC proposed

in [38] with empirical parameter settings and a less efficient back-off mechanism.

Compared to T-MAC, the energy consumption is reduced by 53− 56%, and com-

pared to S-MAC 10% and S-MAC 20%, the energy consumptions are reduced by

42 − 47% and 58 − 74%, respectively. As seen from Fig. 4.9(b) and Fig. 4.9(c),

these energy savings are obtained without compromising the PDR or latency. The

PDR is close to 1 while the latency is the least among all the protocols.
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The original ADV-MAC also provides similar PDR and latency values as the

optimized ADV-MAC, but the original ADV-MAC has much higher energy con-

sumption. However, it can still achieve better results compared to S-MAC 20%

and T-MAC. Its energy consumption is more than S-MAC 10%, however S-MAC

10% gives poor latency and PDR values and hence is infeasible to use for high

data rates.

4.3.3.2 Effect of number of sources in single hop scenario

In the second set of simulations, we investigate the effect of the number of sources

on the performance of the MAC protocols. The simulation setup is similar to the

previous simulation set, however we vary the number of sources from 1 to 10 and

keep the data rate fixed at 1 pkt/sec for all sources.

From Fig. 4.10(a), it is seen than the optimized ADV-MAC protocol has

27 − 53% less energy consumption compared to the original one. Compared to

T-MAC, the energy consumption is reduced by 54 − 56%, and compared to S-

MAC 10% and S-MAC 20%, the energy consumptions are reduced by 50 − 65%

and 63− 75%, respectively. As before, these energy savings are obtained without

compromising the PDR or latency, as is evident from Figs. 4.10(b) and 4.10(c).

Thus, the optimal ADV-MAC provides substantial energy savings while providing

good PDR and latency. S-MAC 10% and S-MAC 20% have very poor PDR and

latency as the number of sources increase. This happens because at most one

packet can be sent in a frame in S-MAC.

4.3.3.3 Effect of data rate in multi-hop scenario

To investigate the performance of the MAC protocols in a multi-hop communi-

cation environment, we define the third simulation set where we consider an area

of 700m × 700m with 312 nodes, with each node having an average of 20 neigh-
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Figure 4.11: Multi-hop: Effect of data rate on different metrics.
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bors in its transmission range. There are 20 source nodes, and we increase the

data rate from 0.2 pkt/sec to 2 pkt/sec. On the average, each receiver will have

5 transmitting nodes in its carrier sense range. Since all nodes are not in trans-

mission range of one another, there are hidden terminals. The analytical model

is derived for single hop scenarios. However, considering the average number of

transmitting nodes in the carrier sense range, we can approximate the optimal

values of the ADV period and the data contention period. We use one retrans-

mission within each frame in both ADV-MAC protocol versions. T-MAC and

S-MAC also have one retransmission. Fig. 4.11(a) shows the energy consumption

per node per packet as we increase the data rate. Figs. 4.11(b) and 4.11(c) show

the corresponding PDR and latency.

From Fig. 4.11(a), it is seen that the optimized ADV-MAC protocol has

31−53% less energy consumption compared to the original ADV-MAC. Compared

to T-MAC, the energy consumption is reduced by 62− 71%, and compared to S-

MAC 10% and S-MAC 20%, the energy consumptions are reduced by 41 − 53%

and 61− 71%, respectively. As seen from Figs. 4.11(b) and 4.11(c), these energy

savings are obtained without compromising the PDR or latency. The PDR is close

to 1 while the latency is the least among all the protocols for most data rates.

The original ADV-MAC protocol has similar PDR and latency performance

as the optimized one, but its energy consumption is much higher. However, this

protocol is much better than the other three protocols. S-MAC 10% is almost

unusable other than at low data rates. This is because S-MAC can only accom-

modate one node to access the medium in one frame. S-MAC 20% performs

better, and its PDR and latency do not degrade until the data rate increases be-

yond 1pkt/sec. After this, its PDR and throughput degrades as it can no longer

sustain the higher traffic loads. At such high loads, a higher duty cycle is needed

for S-MAC. T-MAC actually performs worse than S-MAC 20% at higher traffic

loads. This is primarily because of the early sleep problem described in [46]. This
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degrades the PDR and latency at higher traffic loads. ADV-MAC is more immune

to this problem as receiving nodes have prior knowledge of data waiting for them.

Thus, they do not go to sleep, keeping the PDR and latency constant as traffic

increases.

4.4 Summary

In Chapter 3, we presented ADV-MAC, a new MAC protocol for wireless sensor

networks, that minimizes the energy lost due to idle listening by introducing the

concept of advertising for contention. ADV-MAC provides substantial reductions

in energy consumption compared to S-MAC and T-MAC while not sacrificing

throughput or latency. However, the ADV period duration and the duration of

the data contention period of ADV-MAC were not optimal. In this chapter, we

presented an analytical model for ADV-MAC. We used simulations to verify the

model and used the model to select optimal values of the ADV period and the

data contention period. Simulation results show that the optimized ADV-MAC

provides substantial energy savings compared to the original protocol in Chapter

3 as well as S-MAC and T-MAC while not sacrificing throughput or latency. The

optimized ADV-MAC protocol adapts nicely to low and high traffic loads as well

as to variable loads, in both single hop and multi-hop scenarios.

In the ADV-MAC protocol, the contention is done in two phases: first in the

ADV period and then in the data period. In the next chapter, we develop a dis-

tributed TDMA based version of this protocol that replaces the second contention

phase with assigned times slots, resulting in further energy savings.
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5 ATMA: Advertisement-Based

TDMA Protocol for Bursty

Traffic in Wireless Sensor

Networks

In the ADV-MAC protocol presented in Chapter 4, the contention is done in two

phases: first in the ADV period and then in the data period. In this chapter,

we develop Advertisement-based Time-division Multiple Access (ATMA), a dis-

tributed TDMA based version of this protocol that replaces the data contention

phase with assigned times slots and utilizes the bursty nature of the traffic, re-

sulting in further energy savings.

ATMA defines an Advertisement (ADV) period, where data slot reservations

are made through ADV packets, which include the intended receiver information,

and the corresponding ACK packets. This assures successful reservations and

reduces the hidden terminal problem. With this approach, the most crucial sources

of energy waste in medium access, namely idle listening and overhearing, are

minimized, since the nodes that are not part of any transmission will go to sleep

after the Advertisement period. ATMA reserves data slots for a specific time,

which enables adaptation to varying traffic.
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We compare the performance of ATMA to that of another TDMA-based pro-

tocol, TRAMA [31], to three contention-based protocols, Sensor-MAC (S-MAC)

[50], Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) [46] and ADV-MAC as well as to a hybrid protocol

Z-MAC [49]. Simulation results show that ATMA performs very well in bursty

traffic, with substantial energy savings as high as 80%, while achieving the best

packet delivery ratio and the best latency performances among these protocols.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we discuss the

design of the ATMA protocol. In Section 5.2, we present an analytical model to

determine the optimal value of the advertisement period of ATMA for continuous

traffic. In Section 5.3, we describe our simulation setup, followed by a detailed

comparison of ATMA with S-MAC, T-MAC, ADV-MAC, TRAMA and Z-MAC

using extensive simulations. Finally, in Section 5.4 we conclude the chapter.

5.1 ATMA Design Overview

In ATMA, time is divided into frames. Each frame begins with a SYNC period,

followed by an advertisement period and ending with a data period. The SYNC

period is used for loose synchronization between nodes. The advertisement pe-

riod is contention-based, and used for advertising for data and for reserving data

slots. The data period is divided into slots for data exchange and is accessed in a

contention free manner.

The method of synchronization is the same as in S-MAC [50]. A frame is on

the order of a second, which is 104 times normal clock drifts. The SYNC and

Advertisement periods are contention-based, and, as such, these small drifts do

not prevent the exchange of packets. To minimize the effect of these clock drifts

in the contention-free data period, we set the data slots to be slightly larger than

the duration to transmit a data and an ACK packet. Also, the sending nodes

begin transmitting after a small offset. Thus, small clock drifts do not effect the
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Figure 5.1: Examples of the operation of the advertisement period. The numbers

in the slots indicate the IDs of nodes choosing those slots.

synchronization.

5.1.1 Advertisement Period

The advertisement (ADV) period is divided into many small slots, the size of which

depends on the clock resolution. The size of each ADV packet is a multiple of the

slot duration. Each ADV packet contains the ID of the receiver and the chosen

data slot number of the data period. All nodes are awake during this period.

Each node having data to send randomly selects a slot at the beginning of the

ADV period and initializes a timer to a value equal to slot number×slot duration.

When the timer reaches zero, the node transmits an ADV packet and waits for

an acknowledgement from the intended receiver.

If the intended receiver receives the ADV packet successfully, it replies with

an advertisement-acknowledgement packet, or A-ACK, that contains its own ID

and the data slot number. Successful transmission of an ADV and its A-ACK

will ensure that all nodes in the two-hop neighborhood are aware of which data

slots are being used. Hence, different senders will choose unique slots, preventing

collisions in the data period. If an intended receiver node receives an ADV packet
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and knows that the selected slot is already occupied by another node, it does not

send an A-ACK.

If a node that is waiting to transmit an ADV hears another ADV transmission,

it will freeze its timer and wait for the entire transmission (ADV and A-ACK)

to be over. Then, it will resume its timer again and transmit its ADV packet

when the timer expires if there is time left in the ADV period for its ADV packet

transmission and the corresponding A-ACK packet.

Fig. 5.1 shows an example of the operation of the ADV period. In the example,

nodes with index numbers from 1 to 5 select random slots and initialize their

timers. Node 3 selects slot 6, nodes 1 and 4 both select slot 16, and so on. When

the timer of node 3 reaches zero, it transmits its ADV packet with the ID of the

intended receiver and the chosen data slot number. Other nodes will hear this

transmission and will freeze their timers. Since no node chooses slot 6 other than

node 3, its transmission will be a success, and it will receive back an A-ACK

from its intended receiver. All nodes will resume their timers after the end of this

A-ACK transmission. Nodes 1 and 4 chose the same slot and hence their ADV

packets possibly collide. If a collision happens at an intended receiver, no A-ACK

will be received by the corresponding transmitter. After these transmissions, node

5 will transmit successfully, but node 2 will have no time left in the ADV period to

complete its transmission, and thus it will postpone its transmission to the next

frame.

We can take advantage of bursty traffic to reduce the overhead in the ADV

period and hence reduce the size of the ADV period to save energy. When a

node needs to transmit packets in a burst, one single ADV/A-ACK exchange may

reserve the same data slot for LR consecutive frames, and, hence, the transmitting

node need not send an ADV for each data packet. This can greatly reduce the

traffic in the ADV period, saving energy. The number of consecutive frames for

which a data slot is reserved can be fixed or can be announced in the ADV and
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A-ACK packets. In this work, we consider a fixed value of LR. Nodes may have

fewer than LR packets. In that case, the receiver will timeout and go to sleep in the

selected data slot. This technique also works with periodic traffic, where a single

ADV/A-ACK exchange can reserve a particular data slot, and the transmitter

node can renew its channel access periodically.

5.1.2 Data Period

The data period is divided into longer slots compared to the ADV period. Each

slot is large enough to transmit a data packet and an ACK. If a transmitting and

a receiving node exchange ADV and A-ACK packets successfully, they will wake

up at the beginning of their chosen slot to exchange data. In all other slots, they

will be asleep. Nodes that do not have any data to send or receive will be asleep

during the entire data period. Thus, the energy waste reduced is significant, since

overhearing is completely avoided and idle listening is reduced considerably.

New nodes joining the medium will initially have no information about the

available data slots. If such a node has data to send, it can stay awake in the

data period to find an un-occupied slot. It may attempt to reserve that slot in

the next frame. If, however, the intended receiver knows that this slot is already

reserved by another node (not in the transmitter’s range), the intended receiver

will simply not reply to the ADV packet.

5.1.3 Hidden Terminal Interference Problem

Successful exchange of ADV/A-ACK packets guarantees that no node in the trans-

mission range of either the sender or the receiver is using that slot. This, however,

does not guarantee that a node in the carrier sense range of either the sender or

the receiver or both, is not using that data slot. This situation is shown in Fig.

5.2. Node A and node B are in transmission range of one another, and node A is
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Figure 5.2: Example of packet corruption by simultaneous transmissions in the

carrier sense range. Circles around each node denote their transmission ranges.

All nodes are in the carrier sense range of each other.

transmitting a packet to node B. Simultaneously, node C is transmitting a packet

to node D. Node C and node D are not in the transmission range of node A or

node B, but they are in each other’s carrier sense range. As a result, node A’s

data packet might get corrupted and node B will not send an ACK. Even if the

data packet is received correctly, node B’s ACK packet may get corrupted. In

either case, node A will not receive an ACK successfully and will regard this as

an unsuccessful transmission. The same thing may occur in the case of node C

and node D. Also, since each pair of nodes has reserved the same data slot for

LR consecutive frames, all LR transmissions will be unsuccessful for each pair of

nodes. This will reduce PDR in multi-hop cases.

To prevent this, as soon as a node does not successfully get an ACK, it will

retain that data packet and resend its ADV in the next frame with a request to

reserve a new data slot. This substantially improves PDR in multi-hop networks.

5.2 Optimization of ADV Period

In this section, we model the packet delivery ratio of ATMA which can then be

used to find the optimal ADV period.
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5.2.1 Packet Delivery Ratio Analysis

To determine the packet delivery ratio, we first calculate the average throughput

for a single frame given that there are N nodes contending. For convenience,

important notations used in the analysis are presented in Table 5.1. We consider

a perfect channel. We assume that all nodes have data to send continuously. If

a node has data to send with no prior reservation, and then fails to exchange

ADV/A-ACK packets successfully, it will drop its current packet. The node will

contend again in the next frame, as it will get a fresh packet in the next frame.

Let us consider N nodes competing to transmit in the ADV period. To cal-

culate PDR, we need to find the number of successful ADV/A-ACK exchanges

in the ADV period. This derivation is similar to the one in our previous work

for ADV-MAC in Chapter 4. However, in this chapter, tadv is used to denote one

whole ADV/A-ACK exchange instead of one ADV packet.

Let Sadv denote the duration of the ADV period (in unit slots). Initially, all

N nodes select a slot out of the first S = Sadv− tadv slots of the ADV period to be

able to finish their transmission before the end of the ADV period. To be able to

calculate the number of nodes that successfully exchange ADV/A-ACK packets,

we need to find the number of nodes that transmit ADV packets in the ADV

period, either successfully (with no collision) or unsuccessfully (with collision).

This is a random variable, which we denote by X, and its corresponding value by

x. Hence, x ≤ N . Assume that x nodes choose g distinct slots out of the Sadv

slots, where g ≤ x. If g = x, there will be no collisions.

Let Θ(x, g) denote the number of possible ways to assign x nodes to g slots.

Mathematically, this problem is the same as the number of different distributions

when placing x distinguishable balls into g indistinguishable bins such that each

bin has at least one ball. Hence, the expression of Θ(x, g) is found to be
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Θ(x, g) =
1

g!

g−1∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)x. (5.1)

Proof of (5.1) are given in Chapter 4.

Also, let ξ(x, g) denote the number of slot selections by N nodes that result

in g distinct slots to be selected, where x nodes can transmit, and N − x nodes

defer their transmission due to insufficient time in the ADV period. Expression

and proof of ξ(x, g) is given in Chapter 4. Since x nodes may be chosen out of

N nodes in
(
N
x

)
ways, the number of slot selections that result in x transmitting

nodes and N − x deferring nodes, ω(x,N), is given by

ω(x,N) =

(
N

x

) gmax(x)∑
g=1

Θ(x, g)ξ(x, g), (5.2)

where gmax(x) denotes the maximum g value, i.e., the maximum number of distinct

slots used by x transmitting nodes. If tadv denotes the duration of an ADV/A-

ACK exchange, and Sadv denotes the duration of the ADV period (both in units

of slots), then

gmax(x) = min

(
x,

⌊
Sadv

tadv + 1

⌋)
. (5.3)

Note that we divide Sadv with (tadv + 1), since an ADV/A-ACK exchange

requires one preceding empty slot. Since all N nodes select a slot out of the first

S slots of the ADV period, the number of all possible slot selections by N nodes

is SN . Consequently, the probability of having x transmitting nodes out of N

nodes, P (X = x |N), can be written as

P (X = x|N) =
ω(x,N)

SN

=
1

SN

(
N

x

) gmax(x)∑
g=1

Θ(x, g)ξ(x, g).
(5.4)

The proof of (5.4) is given in Chapter 4. The probability for a slot selected by a

node to be collision-free is

Padv−nc =
S(S − 1)N−1

SN
. (5.5)
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Table 5.1: ATMA: Notations Used

Symbol Description

gmax(x) Maximum number of distinct slots

for x transmitting nodes

LR Reservation length (in number of frames)

NTX Total no. of nodes having data to transmit

in one hop neighborhood

N No. of nodes contending at the beginning

of a frame

PDR Packet delivery ratio

Sadv Duration of ADV period (in slots)

tadv Duration of one ADV/A-ACK exchange (in slots)

X Random variable denoting no. of nodes

that transmit in ADV period, i.e., no. of nodes

contending in the data period

x Value assumed by random variable X

X Expected value of X

Xs No. of nodes that transmit with success

in ADV period

Θ(x, g) No. of ways to assign x nodes to g slots

ρ Throughput of a single frame in steady state

ω(x,N) No. of ways of slot selection that give

x transmitting nodes and

N − x deferring nodes
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Thus, Xs, the expected number of nodes that transmit successfully out of X

transmitting nodes is given by

Xs = XPadv−nc, (5.6)

where X represents the expected value of X and can be calculated as

X = E[X|N ] =
N∑

x=1

xP (X = x|N). (5.7)

Now, let us assume that NTX nodes have data every frame. Of these NTX

nodes, only N nodes contend, and the remaining NTX − N nodes have reserved

slots in the data period. Xs of the N nodes successfully complete ADV/A-ACK

exchanges. We assume that nodes that get slots in a data period always transmit

successfully. Also, we assume that nodes drop packets if they get no access to the

medium. Thus, the throughput is given by

ρ =
Xs + (NTX −N)

NTX

. (5.8)

The number of contending nodes, N , is actually a function of N and is given

by

N = N(ρ) = (1− ρ)NTX + ρ
NTX

LR

, (5.9)

where LR is the number of consecutive frames for which a slot is reserved, which

is referred as reservation length in the rest of the chapter. The first term in (5.9)

denotes the failed contenders in the previous frame, and the second term is the

expired reservations. Thus, in steady state, we can write

ρ =
Xs + (NTX −N(ρ))

NTX

⇒ ρ− Xs + (NTX −N(ρ))

NTX

= 0. (5.10)

Since nodes drop packets if they do not get access to the medium, and every

frame has NTX nodes with data, the solution of (5.10) gives the steady state PDR.
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Figure 5.3: PDR values obtained using the derived analysis and ns-2 simulations

for NTX = 5. Confidence intervals of 95% are shown for the simulation results.

5.2.2 Verification of Analysis

To verify the mathematical model, we calculated the packet delivery ratio (PDR)

for different values of the reservation length using the proposed model. We also

performed ns-2.29 simulations with the same scenarios, and the simulation results

are compared to the analytical results. We consider 20 nodes in an area of 50m×

50m. There are 5 sources, each transmitting 4.24 pkt/s (one packet every frame).

The ADV period is fixed at 5ms. The PDR results are shown in Fig. 5.3. Each

simulation point in Fig. 5.3 is the average of 100 runs. The 95% confidence

intervals of the simulations are also shown in the figures.

From Fig. 5.3, we can see that the curves from the analytical model follow the

simulated curves very closely. We can also see that the PDR jumps to 100% when

the reservation length is greater than or equal to 5. At lower reservation length

values, nodes fail to transmit their ADV packets due to inadequate remaining

time in the ADV period, and they drop their current packet, which results in the
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corresponding PDR drop.

5.2.3 Optimal Duration of ADV Period and Reservation

Length

The PDR and energy consumption values of ATMA depend on two parameters:

Sadv, or the ADV period duration, and LR, or the reservation length. If Sadv is

smaller than optimal, the PDR will be poor, and if Sadv is greater than optimal,

it will cause energy waste. Similarly, smaller than optimal LR values provide poor

PDR, and greater than optimal LR values will leave less un-reserved slots. This

prevents new nodes from accessing the medium and will reduce PDR. We use the

analytical model to calculate the PDR for different values of both Sadv and LR.

The lowest value of Sadv for which a given PDR requirement is met is considered

to be the optimum Sadv value. The corresponding LR is the optimal LR value.

This set of optimal values will give the lowest energy consumption, as the duration

of the ADV period is the least, and will also meet the given PDR requirement.

From Fig. 5.4, we see that for a given NTX of 5, the minimum value of Sadv for

which we get above 98% PDR is 50 slots. The corresponding LR is 5. Thus, using

the analytical model derived for PDR, we can find the energy optimal duration

of the ADV period for a given NTX and a PDR constraint.

5.3 ATMA Performance Evaluation

In our experiments, we compared the performance of ATMA with three contention-

based protocols: S-MAC, T-MAC and ADV-MAC, and one TDMA-based proto-

col: TRAMA. We used energy consumption, PDR and latency as the three per-

formance metrics for comparison. For the static multi-hop cases we also compare
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Figure 5.4: PDR values obtained using the derived analysis for different Sadv and

LR values for NTX = 5. The optimal point for energy minimization is shown for

a given PDR constraint of at least 98%.
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ATMA with Z-MAC. However, we only show the PDR and latency values as the

Z-MAC ns-2 code does not support energy tracing.

IEEE 802.15.4 is another well know hybrid protocol. However there are no

known ns-2 code for the protocol. But from Section 2.4.1 we can say qualitatively

that the protocol is not without its own drawbacks. The very flexible nature of

802.15.4, which is an advantage of the protocol, adds several other disadvantages.

The nodes belonging to a cluster in 802.15.4 cannot communicate directly to other

nodes in the network. This communication must proceed through the cluster-

head. Depending on whether the destination node is in the same cluster or not,

the cluster-head will forward the message to the node or to the cluster-head of

the node. This adds to the delay compared to ATMA, where nodes communicate

directly if they are in communication range.

Another disadvantage of 802.15.4 is its lower throughput compared to ATMA.

802.15.4 cannot utilize the entire active period of 16 slots for TDMA access. It

can only allocate the last 7 slots for TDMA access because it needs to provide

for contention based channel access in all super-frames. Thus even if nodes in a

cluster produce data at high rates, which is best addressed by allocating all of

the 16 slots to TDMA access, 802.15.4 can only allocate a maximum of 7 slots.

This in turn reduces throughput and also increases latency. This problem does

not arise in ATMA, as it uses its entire data period for TDMA access.

Since all communication must be done through the cluster-heads, they also

end up depleting their energy faster than the other nodes in the cluster. This

problem of non-uniform energy consumption may lead to a disconnected network,

which is not a problem in ATMA.
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Table 5.2: ATMA: Simulation Parameter Values

Parameter Value

Duration of ADV period of ADV-MAC 15ms

Duration of ADV period of ATMA 5ms

Duration of frames 236.4ms

Duration of one ADV slot 0.1ms

Duration of data slots of ATMA 12ms

Duration of data slots of TRAMA 14ms

Duration of random access period of TRAMA 72 data slots

Duration of SYNC period 8.4ms

Duration of control packet 0.9ms

Duration of data packet 8.5ms

Rx/Idle listening power 59.1mW

Tx power 52.2mW

Total simulation time 200s

Transmission rate 250Kbps

Transmission range 100m

Carrier sense range 200m

5.3.1 Simulation Setup

We performed all simulations in ns 2.29 [34]. The S-MAC code is included in this

version of ns. We coded T-MAC, ADV-MAC, TRAMA and ATMA in ns-2 as

well1. We used the Z-MAC code made available by the authors2. In our TRAMA

implementation, we assumed that each node has a 100% correct one-hop neighbor

1Ns code for ATMA, T-MAC, ADV-MAC and TRAMA are available at

http://www.ece.rochester.edu/projects/wcng/.
2Z-MAC code available at

http://www4.ncsu.edu/ rhee/export/zmac/software/zmac/zmac.htm
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information, instead of implementing the random access period. We usedifferent

duty cycle settings for S-MAC, specifically duty cycles of 10% and 20%, because

one fixed duty cycle is not suitable for all traffic loads investigated. The frame

time for 10% duty cycle of S-MAC is 236.4ms, and we set this as the frame time

for ATMA, T-MAC and ADV-MAC as well.

The random access period of TRAMA is fixed to 72 transmission slots and

is repeated once every 10, 000 transmission slots as in [31]. The duration of one

transmission or data slot of TRAMA is set to 14ms. This is higher than ATMA as

the data packet header is much larger for TRAMA due to the winning slot bitmaps

and fields such as number of winning slots and timeout. The schedule interval of

TRAMA is set to 200 transmission slots for single hop and 400 transmission slots

for multi-hop scenarios. In multi-hop scenarios, a longer duration of schedule

interval is used, because each node has more nodes in its two-hop neighborhood.

Hence, a smaller duration may not result in that every node owns at least one slot

within a schedule interval.

The owner contention window size (To) and non-owner contention window size

(Tno) of Z-MAC are set to 8 and 32 respectively as in [49]. Since Z-MAC uses the

LPL interface of B-MAC, it uses preamble sampling, i.e., a node sends a preamble

before sending the data. Receivers must wake up at intervals smaller than the

preamble to be able to receive packets. Thus, all nodes in a two hop neighborhood

must wake up at intervals smaller than the preamble in all slots so that they can

receive data that may be destined for them. In ATMA, senders and receivers

know the slots in which they are supposed to exchange data and hence need not

wake up in all slots. Also there is no contention to send data in a slot in ATMA.

The combination of these two factors should lead to lower power consumption for

ATMA than Z-MAC in multi-hop cases.

When a new node joins the network in Z-MAC, the DRAND algorithm is run

locally to compute the new period for the nodes in that neighborhood, and this
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information is then propagated throughout the network. This process requires

significant energy expenditure. No such procedure is required for ATMA.

In a single hop scenario, Z-MAC may provide faster access to the medium, as

nodes can use any slot, which is not possible in ATMA. This will result in smaller

delays in Z-MAC with similar PDR values. Hence we only compare ATMA with

Z-MAC in multi-hop cases as Z-MAC provides similar results in single hop cases.

Based on MicaZ specifications [1], the transmission rate is set to 250Kbps,

and the transmission range is set to 100m, while the interference and carrier sense

range is set to be two times the transmission range, which is 200m. We use the

power consumption values of MicaZ motes. The current consumption values of

MicaZ motes are 17.4mA and 19.1mA for transmission and reception, respectively.

Considering a battery of 3 V, the transmission and reception powers are 52.2mW

and 59.1mW , respectively. The idle power consumption is the same as that for

reception.

The ADV period and the data contention period are divided into slots of 0.1ms

each. For the multi-hop simulations, the nodes are deployed in the target area with

a uniformly random distribution. We use T-MAC with over-hearing avoidance,

since it is used in the simulations in [46], which achieves more energy savings. The

simulation time is 200s, and each point in the figures is the average of 50 runs.

The confidence intervals for the simulation results are observed to be very small,

and hence are not shown in the figures for the sake of brevity. The values used

for the simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. In all experiments, a

source node generates one packet in each frame within a burst.

5.3.2 Effect of Number of Sources, Single Hop Scenario

In the first set of simulations, we investigate the effect of the number of sources

on the performance of the MAC protocols. We consider 20 nodes in an area of
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Figure 5.5: Single hop scenario. Performance as a function of the number of

sources for ATMA, ADV-MAC, T-MAC, S-MAC and TRAMA.
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50m× 50m with all nodes being in the transmission range of each other, and we

vary the number of sources from 1 to 10. Each source randomly transmits data in

bursts of 3.5s at intervals of 20s. Within a burst, each node generates one packet

per frame, leading to a packet arrival rate of 4.24 pkt/s. In [38], the duration

of the advertisement period of ADV-MAC is fixed at 15ms, which is the optimal

value for 5 fresh packets every frame, according to the analytical model derived.

This value provides an acceptable performance for different numbers of sources.

The duration of the advertisement period of ATMA is fixed at 5ms, which was

found to be an adequate value for different numbers of sources. The length of the

frame reservation, LR, is set to 5 frames.

Figs. 5.5(a), 5.5(b) and 5.5(c) show the energy consumption, latency and PDR

results of the investigated protocols, respectively. As seen in the figures, ATMA

requires the minimum energy consumption per packet received successfully among

all of the protocols, with the lowest latency and the highest PDR. The PDR of

ATMA is almost 100%, with latency around 200ms. From Fig. 5.5(a), we can see

that ATMA consumes 43−45% less energy than ADV-MAC, 45−61% less energy

than T-MAC, 44 − 75% less energy than S-MAC 10% and 64 − 70% less energy

than S-MAC 20%. The reduced energy consumption of ATMA is due to a smaller

duration of the advertisement period, which is possible because one ADV/A-ACK

exchange can reserve a slot for LR = 5 consecutive frames. This greatly reduces

energy consumption. Compared to TRAMA, the energy consumption of ATMA is

78− 80% less. These high energy savings occur, since TRAMA defines each node

to send its schedule once in every schedule interval. Also, since a schedule interval

duration is 200 × 14ms = 2.8 s, the latency of TRAMA is around 2 s. Thus,

it is seen that ATMA can adapt well to varying aggregate loads, providing the

minimum energy consumption with high PDR and low latency values for bursty

traffic scenarios.
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Figure 5.6: Single hop scenario. Average energy per packet as a function of data

reservation length.

5.3.3 Effect of Reservation Length, Single Hop Scenario

In the second set of simulations, we investigate the effect of reservation length on

the performance of ATMA. Only ATMA depends on the reservation length. We

consider the same area of 50m x 50m with all nodes being in the transmission

range of each other, and we set the number of sources to 5. We vary the reservation

length from 1 to 5 frames. As before, each source will randomly transmit data in

bursts of 3.5s at intervals of 20s. Within a burst, each node generates one packet

per frame. The duration of the advertisement period of ADV-MAC is fixed at

15ms as before. The duration of the ADV period of ATMA is varied from 15ms

to 5ms for acceptable PDR values. We need longer ADV periods for smaller

reservation lengths due to increased contention.

From Fig. 5.6, we can see that initially, ATMA has the same energy consump-

tion as ADV-MAC. This is because the ADV period duration of both protocols are

15ms initially, and a successful ADV/A-ACK exchange only reserves a data slot

in that frame. ATMA requires a larger ADV period for reservation length 1, as it

needs to reserve a data slot in each frame for each packet in the burst. This cre-

ates high contention overhead. As the reservation length increases, the duration
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of the ADV period decreases, and the energy consumption decreases. Starting

from reservation length 4, the energy consumption per packet becomes constant

for ATMA, as a duration of 5ms is enough for the ADV period. This constant be-

havior is observed to continue for higher reservation lengths than 5 frames, which

we omit in the figures. The latency and PDR of ATMA stays around 200ms

and 100%, respectively, for all reservation length values investigated and are not

shown.

5.3.4 Effect of Number of Sources, Multi-hop Scenario

In the third set of simulations, we investigate the effect of the number of sources

on the performance of the MAC protocols in a multi-hop scenario. We consider

150 nodes in 700m× 700m. The sources are deployed uniformly randomly in the

area. We vary the average number of sources in the carrier sense range of any

node from 1 to 10. For example, to get an average of 5 sources in the carrier sense

range of any node, we set the total number of sources to 20, which are randomly

placed in the area of 700m x 700m. Thus, for any arbitrary node, the average

number of sources in its carrier sense range of 200m is:

Total no. of sources× Area of CS range

Total simulation area

= 20
π(200)2

(700)2
= 5.12 ≈ 5.

In the multi-hop scenarios, each source chooses a random destination in its one

hop neighborhood. Thus, a routing protocols is not needed for the transmission

of packets. It is important not to use a routing protocol while testing a MAC

protocol because the performance of the MAC protocol will be affected by the

type of routing protocol used. As before, each source randomly transmits data

in bursts of 3.5s at intervals of 20s. The duration of the advertisement period of

ADV-MAC is fixed at 15ms, whereas the duration of the same for ATMA is fixed

at 5ms. The length of the frame reservation is set to 5 frames.
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(a) Energy vs. No. of Sources.
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Figure 5.7: Multi-hop scenario. Performance as a function of the number of

sources for ATMA, ADV-MAC, T-MAC, S-MAC, TRAMA and Z-MAC (energy

not included for Z-MAC).
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The energy consumption, latency and PDR results of the protocols are shown

in Figs. 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and 5.7(c), respectively. As seen in the figures, ATMA

requires the minimum energy consumption per packet among all of the protocols,

while achieving the lowest latency and the highest PDR at the same time. The

PDR remains above 98% with latency below 800ms. From Fig. 5.7(a), we can see

that ATMA consumes 43−45% less energy than ADV-MAC, 55−75% less than T-

MAC, 31−65% less than S-MAC 10%, 65−69% less than S-MAC 20% and 78−81%

less than TRAMA. Also, since a schedule interval duration is 400×14ms = 5.6 s,

the latency of TRAMA is around of 7 s. From Figs. 5.7(a), 5.7(b) and 5.7(c), we

can also see that T-MAC suffers from the early sleeping problem in the multi-hop

case. As a result, the PDR decreases and the latency increases due to hidden

terminals. Overall, it is seen that ATMA can adapt to varying loads quite well

in multi-hop scenarios, providing the minimum energy consumption with a high

PDR of almost 100% and low latency.

From Figs. 5.7(b) and 5.7(c), it is seen that Z-MAC has performance similar

to ATMA with respect to latency and PDR. However, in the ns-2 code for Z-

MAC, as provided by the authors of the protocol, the two-hop slot assignments

are done offline and fed into the simulation, providing all nodes the optimal slot

allocation. In a real implementation of Z-MAC, this would not be possible. A

non-optimal slot allocation will result in collisions and would in turn increase the

delay and decrease the PDR. The ATMA code computes the slot ownership on the

fly and requires no such assumption. We do not show the energy consumption of

Z-MAC as the ns-2 code for Z-MAC does not provide energy tracing. However, as

explained previously, the energy consumption of ATMA will be less than Z-MAC,

as nodes in Z-MAC wake up for all slots to do preamble sampling.
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5.3.5 Effect of Random Burst Length on Multi-hop Sce-

nario

In the fourth set of simulations, we explore a completely random traffic pattern

with random burst lengths and inter-burst durations in a multi-hop scenario. We

consider 150 nodes in an area of 700m× 700m. As before, the nodes are deployed

uniformly randomly in the area. We fix the average number of sources in the

carrier sense range of any node to 10, i.e., a total of 39 sources selected randomly

from the nodes in the simulation area. Each source randomly transmits data in

bursts. The durations of these bursts are set to be exponentially distributed. We

vary the mean length of the burst from 1s to 10s. The interval between bursts is

also exponentially distributed with a mean of 15s. Because the burst lengths as

well as the inter-burst durations are exponentially distributed, this simulates an

event-driven traffic pattern. As before, the duration of the advertisement period

of ADV-MAC is fixed at 15ms, the duration of the same for ATMA is fixed at

5ms, and the length of the frame reservation is set to 5 frames.

The energy consumption, latency and PDR results of the protocols are shown

in Figs. 5.8(a), 5.8(b) and 5.8(c), respectively. As seen in the figures, ATMA

requires the minimum energy consumption per packet among all of the protocols,

while achieving the lowest latency and the highest PDR at the same time. The

PDR is almost 100% with latency below 800ms. From Fig. 5.7(a), it is seen

that ATMA consumes 44− 47% less energy than ADV-MAC, 63− 84% less than

T-MAC, 40 − 73% less than S-MAC 10%, 69 − 77% less than S-MAC 20% and

78 − 81% less than TRAMA. As before, the latency of TRAMA is as high as

12s due to its schedule interval duration and high traffic load. T-MAC suffers

heavily from the early sleeping problem, with poor PDR and energy consumption

values. ADV-MAC gives good PDR, but has higher energy consumption and

latency values than ATMA. ATMA maintains a near 100% PDR with the lowest
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Figure 5.8: Multi-hop scenario. Performance as a function of mean burst length for

ATMA, ADV-MAC, T-MAC, S-MAC, TRAMA and Z-MAC (energy not shown

for Z-MAC).
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latency and energy consumption values. Thus among all the compared protocols,

ATMA adapts the best also to dynamic and bursty traffic with a near perfect

packet delivery ratio and the lowest energy consumption and latency.

From Figs. 5.8(c) and 5.8(b), it is seen that ATMA gives better PDR perfor-

mance than Z-MAC and similar latency performance as Z-MAC in this realistic

multi-hop scenario, even with predetermined optimal slot allocations for Z-MAC.

The PDR of ATMA is as much as 10% better than Z-MAC even with Z-MAC’s

optimal slot allocation. The reason behind this PDR drop of Z-MAC under pre-

determined slot allocation may be due to increased contention due to the ECN

messages as well as collisions in the data slots because of contention. Again, for

the energy consumption, we can conclude that the energy consumption of ATMA

would be less than Z-MAC, as nodes in Z-MAC wake up for all slots to do preamble

sampling.

5.4 Summary

This chapter presents ATMA, a new TDMA-based MAC protocol for wireless

sensor networks. ATMA uses a contention-based advertisement period and a

TDMA-based slotted data period. Nodes exchange ADV/A-ACK packets in the

ADV period to reserve slots for data exchange in the data period. Because of

the ADV/A-ACK, the data slot is allotted exclusively to one pair of nodes in a

two-hop neighborhood, which provides collision-free exchange of data. Nodes that

are not a part of the data exchange sleep in the data period, saving energy. To

take advantage of bursty traffic, each ADV/ADV-ACK exchange will reserve the

same slot in LR consecutive frames. The value of LR is a system parameter that

can be determined analytically. Because a data slot is reserved for LR consecutive

frames, overhead in the ADV period is reduced, leading to a smaller ADV period

and higher energy savings.
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Detailed simulations show that the proposed ATMA protocol adapts nicely

to dynamic bursty traffic, providing reductions in energy consumption as high

as 80% compared to other WSN MAC protocols such as Sensor-MAC (S-MAC),

Timeout-MAC (T-MAC), Advertisement MAC (ADV-MAC), TRAMA and Z-

MAC. An important achievement of ATMA is that it provides these significant

energy savings without sacrificing the latency performance or the PDR, which

is maintained at almost 100% for all the simulated scenarios. We also present

an analytical model to calculate PDR and derive the optimal duration of the

ADV period under a constant traffic load. Finally, we evaluate the performance

of ATMA in mobile scenarios. Simulations show that ATMA performs well in

mobile scenarios with very little performance degradation.
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6 Hardware Implementation of

ATMA on the SORA

Platform

In wireless communications, we often use software simulators to test new proto-

cols for the Medium Access Control (MAC), Routing or Network layers. Such

simulations alone cannot reflect many of the challenges faced by real implemen-

tations of these protocols, such as clock-drift, synchronization, imperfect physical

layers, and interference from other transmissions. Such issues may cripple a pro-

tocol that otherwise performs very well in software simulations. Thus, hardware

implementation is essential for testing a protocol before any practical deployment.

As seen in Chapter 5, the ATMA protocol performs very well in simulations.

However to fully explore its potential as well as its limitations, we need to test it

with a real hardware implementation. In this chapter, we implement the ATMA

protocol on the hardware platform developed by Microsoft Asia called SORA [44]

or Software Radio. SORA is a fully programmable software radio platform that

can be used with commodity PC architectures. The goal of this project is to set

up a reusable hardware framework to evaluate the real-life performance of wireless

protocols for real-time communication in mobile ad hoc and sensor networks.

We compare the results obtained from the hardware experiments to that ob-
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tained from the software simulations. The comparisons show that the protocol

does perform well under real-life scenarios, with the hardware experimental results

closely mirroring the software simulation results. However, we do see the effects

of interference, clock-drift and other factors in the form of some packet losses.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we discuss

the choice of SORA as our hardware platform. In Section 6.2, we describe the

general SORA architecture, and in Section 6.3, we describe the implementation

of the ATMA protocol on the SORA platform along with the challenges and

difficulties faced during the process. In Section 6.4, we describe our experimental

and software simulation setup, followed by a detailed comparison of the results

obtained from both processes. Finally, in Section 6.5, we conclude the chapter.

6.1 Choice of Hardware Platform

In real-life wireless communication systems, lower layer processing such as those in

the MAC layer require high-computational and real-time requirements. As such,

they are often fabricated in Application Specific Integrated Circuits or ASIC chips

[43]. A separate ASIC chip must be designed for each protocol to accommodate

the different functionalities of that protocol. As a result, the process is costly,

both economically and time-wise. Moreover, once the chip has been fabricated, no

further changes or upgrades can be provided. Hence, using ASIC chips for research

in wireless communication is a major challenge due to the lack of flexibility or re-

programmability and the costs involved.

An alternative for hardware implementation of these protocols is to use Soft-

ware Radios or Software Defined Radios (SDRs) [28]. SDRs use a software re-

programmable wireless communication hardware system as a substitute for the

lowest communication layers, which are usually fabricated in custom ASIC chips.

To meet the processing and timing requirements of the lower layers, many of these
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SDR platforms are based on programmable hardware such as field programmable

gate arrays (FPGAs) [39], or embedded digital signal processors (DSPs). This

poses a problem for developers, as learning to program each particular embedded

architecture is difficult and oftentimes lacks rich development environments or

tools for debugging.

There are SDR platforms that are based on general purpose processor architec-

tures (GPP) such as commodity PCs. Here, developers have a rich front-end for

programming and debugging. For example they may use familiar languages such

as C/C++ for programming the hardware. However, the drawback is that these

platforms oftentimes cannot meet the computing or timing requirements of the

lower layers since PC hardware and software have not been designed for wireless

signal processing. As a result, we only get limited performance and it is difficult

to implement a state-of-the-art protocol on such a platform.

The Wireless and Networking Group in Microsoft Research Asia has resolved

the SDR dilemma by combining the advantages of both SDR platforms. The re-

sult is Software Radio or SORA. SORA is a fully programmable SDR platform

that meets the high computational and timing requirements of high-speed wire-

less protocols such as IEEE 802.11 by using commodity PCs only. Developers

need not learn a specific embedded aritecture but deal with a familiar high level

programming environment using C/C++. Once a protocol is programmed into

the SORA hardware, it appears as any other network device in the PC and gives

the same performance as specially fabricated ASIC chips. The drawback in the

case of SORA is the size of the radio control board, which is much bigger than a

dedicated ASIC chip, as shown in Fig. 6.1.

SORA uses both hardware and software techniques for achieving a high-speed

SDR in a commodity PC environment. The SORA radio control board (RCB) is

equipped with a radio front-end for transmission and reception. A PCIe bus is

used by the RCB to bridge the RF front-end to the PC memory. With the help
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Figure 6.1: SORA programmable radio control board.

of the PCIe bus, the RCB can support up to 16.7 Gbps throughput with sub-

microsecond latency. This is sufficient to satisfy the computational and timing

requirements of modern wireless communication protocols.

There is another similar SDR platform called the Universal Software Radio

Peripheral (USRP). However, we decided to go with SORA because of its rich

developer resources and support from Microsoft.

6.2 The SORA Platform Architecture

In this section, we describe the general architecture of SORA and its Application

Protocol Interfaces (APIs).

6.2.1 SORA Architecture

The general architecture of SORA is presented in Fig. 6.2. The RCB is con-

nected to the commodity PC through a PCIe bus, which meets the throughput

and latency requirements for digital signal processing. The RF front-end is con-

nected to the RCB. The RCB communicates with the PC using the PCIe interface,
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Figure 6.2: General architecture of SORA.

and reads and writes digital signal samples from/to the PC memory using direct

memory access (DMA). The commodity PC must have multiple CPU cores as the

SORA platform needs them to allocate resources required by the protocol running

on the RCB. In Fig. 6.2, two of the eight cores of the PC are being used by the

SORA RCB.

6.2.2 User-Mode eXtension

The SORA SDK provides a programming model called User-Mode eXtension or

UMX. UMX allows developers to access the radio resources with built-in APIs

such as those for Carrier Sensing, Transmission or Reception. As a result, the

baseband-processing, which is usually done in the lower layers such as the MAC

and PHY, can be handled through C/C++ functions and subroutines. This

greatly reduces both programming and debugging efforts. UMX APIs facilitate

high performance and low latency DSP implementation in user-mode, such as

parallel threads (known as ethreads) and integration with the network stack. We

implement the ATMA protocol using the APIs provided by UMX.
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Figure 6.3: General architecture of SORA UMX.

SORA UMX functions mainly work with the help of Abstract Radio (AR)

objects. An AR is a software abstract of a hardware radio and contains a trans-

mission channel, a reception channel, and a set of control registers. An UMX

SDR application uses abstract radio objects (ARO) to implement its functionali-

ties. Every AR object is mapped to a real RF front-end by the RCB driver. If an

UMX application such as the ATMA protocol sets a Control Register of an AR

object, the abstract command is translated into a real operation sequence to the

RF front-end chip-set by the RCB driver. Currently, a SORA RCB supports up

to eight ARs that can map to different RF front-ends or can be grouped to form

a MIMO system.

The general UMX architecture is shown in Fig. 6.3. All operations of the

UMX Application (the ATMA protocol) proceed through the UMX APIs. The

APIs, in turn, instruct the HWTest driver as well as the RCB driver to allocate

AR objects for the protocol, which are turned into real operation sequences by
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the RCB driver. Some of the important APIs used by any UMX application for

processes such as initialization, transmission and reception are listed in Table 6.1.

6.2.3 Exclusive Threads

SORA provides real-time support with the help of exclusive threading. An ex-

clusive thread or ethread is a non-interruptible thread that runs on one of the

cores of a multi-core CPU. The core assignment and allocation is done dynam-

ically by the RCB driver. An ethread is started simply by calling the function

SoraThreadAlloc. Terminating an ethread is done by calling SoraThreadStop.

As described in the next section, we use this feature of the UMX API for our

ATMA implementation to reduce unpredictable delays such as transferring a sig-

nal to an RCB.

6.3 Implementation of ATMA on the SORA Plat-

form

In this section, we provide an overview of the implementation of the ATMA pro-

tocol on the SORA architecture. We also discuss real-life issues that we faced

including synchronization issues, unexpected delays in the transfer of signals into

the RCB and the partial mitigation of this problem through the use of the Exclu-

sive Thread (ethread) API.

The basic structure of the ATMA UMX Application is shown in Fig. 6.4. The

figure assumes that all nodes are synchronized. We will discuss the synchroniza-

tion procedure in the next section. The application has three parallel ethreads

– the transmission thread, the reception thread and the ATMA State Machine

thread. All these three threads run concurrently and are allocated resources dy-

namically by the RCB driver. Each node runs these three threads concurrently,
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Table 6.1: Important SORA UMX APIs

Function Name Description

SoraUInitUserExtension Initializes UMX library

SoraURadioStart Starts the radio

SoraUCleanUserExtension Cleans up allocated resources

SoraURadioMapRxSampleBuf Returns pointer to the

receiving buffer and the buffer size

RX STREAM Provides a stream of I/Q samples

received from the RF front-end

SoraURadioAllocRxStream Gives the UMX application an

RX STREAM from the receiving buffer

SoraRadioReadRxStream Reads a signal block

SoraURadioReleaseRxStream Releases RX STREAM before exiting

SoraURadioUnmapRxSampleBuf Releases the memory mapped

to the RX buffer of a radio

SoraURadioMapTxSampleBuf Provides access to sample

buffer to store signals

SoraURadioTransfer Transfers modulated signal to RCB

SoraURadioTx Transmits the stored signal from RCB

SoraURadioTxFree Unbinds all TX resources
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whether they are a transmitter or a receiver node. There is a global period type

flag that is used to identify the period type in each of these threads. For example

when the period type is SYNC, a node that has a SYNC packet to transmit will

call the appropriate function to create a SYNC packet, modulate and transfer the

signal to the RCB, wait for the time chosen by the node to transmit the packet,

perform carrier sense and then transmit the SYNC packet if the channel is found

to be clear.

In a software simulator such as ns-2, the process of creating a packet, carrier

sensing and transmitting are instantaneous. The only time required is the time

duration required to transmit the packet itself. There is no separate stage for

transferring the modulated signal to the RCB. In practice, all of these three pro-

cesses take time and often these times are unpredictable as the CPU core to which

this thread is allocated may be performing other functions (multi-threading). In

our experiments, sometimes transferring a modulated signal to the RCB may

take time in the order of a millisecond, which is significant as theoretically the

packet transmission time is around 0.048 ms. This is where parallel ethreads

are extremely useful. If a protocol requires a SYNC packet, or any packet as a

matter of fact, to be sent in the next frame, the transmission thread can pre-

pare the packet as well as transfer it to the RCB beforehand to prevent wasting

any extra time. When the time comes to transmit the packet, the node can just

carrier-sense, which is always being done by the reception thread, and transmit

the packet once the channel is free. Thus, efficient use of ethreads will optimize

any UMX application and provide results that are closer to the simulation results.

A similar procedure is followed for transmitting an ADV packet. A node will

know at the beginning of the frame if it needs to transmit an ADV packet. Hence

the transmission thread will prepare and transfer the modulated signal into the

RCB beforehand and transmit when the time comes. The same is not true for the

ADV-ACK. An ADV-ACK is prepared only when an ADV packet is received. As
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Figure 6.4: General structure of the ATMA UMX Application. The figure assumes

that all nodes are synchronized. Also, the figure is not drawn to scale.

a result, the transfer process of the modulated ADV-ACK packet into the RCB

takes a random amount of time that could be on the order of a ms. Similarly, the

DATA packets are prepared ahead of time but its corresponding ACK packet is

prepared only when the DATA packet is successfully received.

6.3.1 Synchronization of Nodes

In our software simulations we either assume that the nodes are synchronized

or that the synchronization is done automatically by the code itself. In real-life

implementations, synchronization is a non-trivial problem. Clock drifts, interfer-

ence from other transmissions and many other factors effect synchronization. In

order to implement the ATMA protocol on UMX in SORA, we had to synchro-

nize all the nodes, which we did not have to do in the software simulations. In
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fact, synchronization techniques are themselves a separate research topic. For our

implementation, we follow a relatively simple procedure.

We assume a single hop network where all nodes are in the transmission range

of one another. The node with index number 0 is set as the synchronizing node.

All other nodes follow this node. When the ATMA UMX application is initialized,

the 0th node starts its frame at an arbitrary time. All other nodes keep listening to

the medium until they receive a SYNC packet from node 0. They do not initialize

their own frames. The duration of our SYNC period is 10 ms. We divide the

SYNC period into 10 slots of 1 ms each. When the 0th node transmits a SYNC

packet, it randomly chooses one of these 10 slots to transmit and includes the slot

number in the packet itself. When a non-synchronized node receives this packet,

it can calculate the time remaining in the frame of the 0th node as

Tleft = tFRAME − (slot no ∗ slot duration+ tSY NC) (6.1)

where tFRAME is the fixed duration of each frame, and slot no is the slot chosen

by the SYNC node. slot duration is the duration of each SYNC slot, and tSY NC is

the duration of a SYNC packet. Oftentimes, a receiving node takes some time to

decode the packet and do the necessary calculation. Hence, to make TLEFT more

accurate, we note the time t0 when the node starts receiving the SYNC packet

and also the time t1 when it has demodulated, decoded and extracted the slot

number from the received packet. Then, we modify equation 6.1 as

Tleft = tFRAME − (slot no ∗ slot duration+ tSY NC)− (t1 − t0) (6.2)

Equation 6.2 is more accurate in keeping the nodes synced for a longer du-

ration of time. However, we repeat the sync process every 8 frames to eliminate

clock drifts. We use QueryPerformanceCounter(), which is a high-resolution

performance counter function along with QueryPerformanceFrequency(), which

retrieves its frequency, to calculate the time stamps.
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Figure 6.5: Setup of the SORA experiments.

6.4 Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we describe the setup for our hardware experiments as well as

the software simulations and present a comparison of the results obtained. We

construct a single hop network with 4 SORA nodes, two transmitters and two

receivers. The setup is shown in Fig. 6.5. We drop any ADV or DATA packet

if the channel is busy. There is no retransmission mechanism. We construct a

similar scenario of 4 nodes in a single hop network in ns-2.29 [34]. We use the

802.11b PHY layer provided by the UMX application and only alter the medium

access protocol to ATMA. The frame duration is kept to 250 ms. Both SYNC and

ADV periods are 10 ms each, while the Data period is 230 ms. Each data slot is

10ms. Hence, there are 23 data slots. The simulation time is 20 s, and each point

in the figures is the average of 50 runs. The important parameters are presented in
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Table 6.2. 1 For the experiments, we fix the inter-burst length to 2 s and vary the

burst length from 2 s to 8 s in steps of two. A source node generates one packet

in each frame within a burst. It is seen from Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) that the

packet delivery ratio (PDR) for the software simulations remains almost constant

at 100% while the latency remains constant around 120 ms. As for the hardware

experiments, the values also follow a similar trend, but the PDR values are slightly

lower, around 91%, while the latency values are slightly higher, at around 130 ms.

This drop in performance is expected for the hardware experiments because the

hardware experiments were conducted using 802.11b baseband physical layer and

there are many other transmissions going on in the same spectrum from WiFi

transmissions. Since there are no retransmissions, once an ADV or a DATA

packet is not transmitted because the medium is busy, it is dropped. Sometimes,

even if packets are transmitted, they are corrupted due to interference from other

transmissions. This is the cause for the decrease in PDR. The slight increase in

average latency is due to the time taken for decoding, demodulating and other

hardware factors. Thus, the hardware experiments reflect real life conditions that

the software simulations cannot. However, the overall trend is similar to those

obtained from simulations, which in turn validates the working principle of the

ATMA protocol.

6.5 Summary

This chapter presents a hardware implementation of the ATMA protocol on the

SORA platform developed by Microsoft Asia. Although software simulations show

that the ATMA protocol performs very well under different scenarios, they do not

reflect real-life conditions such as interference, clock drift and many other real-

1The SORA code of the hardware implementation of ATMA is available at

http://www.ece.rochester.edu/projects/wcng/.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of PDR and latency values obtained from hardware ex-

periments and software simulations.
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Table 6.2: Important Parametersfor the SORA ATMA Experiments

Parameter Values

Duration of Frame 250 ms

Duration of SYNC Period 10 ms

Duration of ADV Period 10 ms

Duration of DATA Period 230 ms

Duration of a SYNC Slot 1 ms

Duration of a ADV Slot 1 ms

Duration of DATA Slot 10 ms

Duration of SYNC Packet 0.048 ms (2 bytes + 4 bytes of CRC)

Duration of

ADV/ADV-ACK/ACK Packets 0.056 ms (3 bytes + 4 bytes of CRC)

Duration of DATA Packet 0.856 ms (103 bytes + 4 bytes of CRC)

Transmission Rate 1000 kbps

Simulation Time 20s

ATMA Reservation Length 6 frames
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life factors. Comparing the results obtained from the hardware experiments and

the software simulations, we see that both present a very similar trend and the

PDR and latency values are similar in both cases. This validates the protocol and

serves as a proof of concept before fabricating a dedicated ASIC chip to implement

ATMA in a real sensor network.
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7 Conclusions and Future

Directions

7.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, I have explored the fundamental problem of limited energy

supply for wireless sensor networks through the use of Advertisement techniques

to reduce energy waste and optimize performance. The results described in this

dissertation indicate that advertisement techniques can provide substantial en-

ergy savings for wireless sensor networks while improving performance metrics

such as packet delivery ratio and latency. The contributions of the research are

summarized below:

1. I proposed ADV-MAC, a new MAC protocol that uses Advertisement for

Data packets to save energy that is otherwise lost in idle listening or over-

hearing. ADV-MAC incorporates a multicasting technique that is absent

in S-MAC and T-MAC. A detailed performance comparison of ADV-MAC

with S-MAC and T-MAC is presented using the metrics of energy consump-

tion, throughput and latency under various traffic conditions in single hop

and multi-hop scenarios.

2. I proposed an improved method of contention in the Advertisement period

and an analytical model for computing the energy and packet delivery ratio
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of the ADV-MAC protocol. Using the analytical model, the optimal dura-

tion of the Advertisement period for optimal packet delivery ratio and the

lowest energy consumption is determined. Then, a detailed performance

comparison of the improved and optimized ADV-MAC protocol with the

original ADV-MAC as well as S-MAC and T-MAC is presented under dif-

ferent traffic loads in single hop and multi-hop scenarios.

3. I developed an approach to remove the second contention of the data period

in the ADV-MAC protocol and convert it into a TDMA based MAC protocol

called Advertisement-based Time-division Multiple Access (ATMA), saving

further energy under bursty traffic conditions.

4. I proposed an analytical model to determine the optimal Advertisement

period of ATMA. Then, I presented a detailed performance comparison of

ATMA with a similar TDMA based MAC protocol TRAMA [31], a hybrid

protocol Z-MAC [49] along with the contention based protocols ADV-MAC,

S-MAC and T-MAC with energy consumption, packet delivery ratio and

latency as the performance metrics.

5. Software simulations alone cannot reflect many of the challenges faced by

real implementations of MAC protocols, such as clock-drift, synchroniza-

tion, imperfect physical layers, and irregular interference from other trans-

missions. Hence, I conclude my research with a hardware implementation

of the ATMA protocol on the SORA platform and compare the results ob-

tained from the hardware experiments to that from software simulations.

7.2 Future Directions

While this dissertation has provided new advertisement techniques to improve the

energy efficiency at the MAC layer, along with qualitative and quantitative anal-
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ysis of the benefits in terms of extending the lifetime of wireless sensor networks

by using advertisement techniques, some open questions still remain.

7.2.1 Comparison with Additional Protocols

In my research, I have so far compared ATMA with contention based protocols

such as S-MAC, T-MAC and ADV-MAC, a TDMA based protocol TRAMA and

a hybrid protocol Z-MAC. I have provided only qualitative analysis of the hybrid

MAC protocol IEEE 802.15.4 [2], which is a MAC protocol for low-rate wireless

personal area networks (LR-WPANs). It will be interesting to see the advantages

and limitations of the advertisement based approach of ATMA compared with

the hybrid approach of IEEE 802.15.4 for energy saving with software simulations

rather than simple qualitative analysis. IEEE 802.15.4 has a beacon mode that

provides a Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) allocation. In the contention period,

slots are reserved and then contention free data transmission is provided. The

similarity of this protocol with ATMA presents an interesting direction for future

research.

Another interesting direction would be to compare ATMA with the TRACE

family of protocols [45]. As discussed in Chapter 2, MH-TRACE has a lot of

similarities with ATMA. In essence, ATMA is a completely distributed approach

while MH-TRACE is a cluster-based, somewhat centralized approach for dealing

with the same problem of optimal bandwidth allocation and extending network

lifetime.

7.2.2 Extension of Current Hardware Implementation

To clearly demonstrate the functionality of ATMA and advertisement based ap-

proaches, it is important to implement the protocols on a real hardware testbed.

The current hardware setup of ATMA is only valid for single hop networks, and
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does not consider the hidden terminal problem. A full implementation of the

ATMA protocol would be beneficial before fabricating a dedicated ASIC chip to

implement ATMA in a real sensor network.
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A Proofs for ADV-MAC

Theorems

A.1 Proof of Equation (4.1)

To prove (4.1), we need to use the principle of inclusion-exclusion [6] and certain

results that follow from it. The inclusion-exclusion principle is stated in Lemma

1 and the related results are stated in Lemmas 2 and 3 along with their proofs.

Lemma 1 (The principle of inclusion-exclusion [6]). Suppose, we have t finite

sets A1, A2, ..., At, then

|
t⋃

i=1

Ai| =
∑

1≤i≤t

|Ai| −
∑

1≤i≤j≤t

|Ai ∩ Aj|+ ...

...+ (−1)(s+1)
∑

1≤i<...<is≤t

|Ai1 ∩ .. ∩ Ais|+ ...

+(−1)t+1|A1 ∩ ... ∩ At|.

where |A| is the cardinality of set A.

Lemma 2 (Corollary of inclusion-exclusion principle). If we have some universal

set U , and a collection of finite sets A1, A2, ..., At contained in U , then

|
t⋂

i=1

Ac
i | = |U | −

∑
1≤i≤t

|Ai|+
∑

1≤i≤j≤t

|Ai ∩ Aj|+ ...
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...+ (−1)(s)
∑

1≤i<...<is≤t

|Ai1 ∩ ... ∩ Ais|+ ...

...+ (−1)t|A1 ∩ ... ∩ At|.

Proof. The cardinality of Ac
1 ∩ Ac

2 ∩ ... ∩ Ac
t is same as the cardinality of the

set U − A1 ∪ A2 ∪ ... ∪ At. From the rule of sum, the cardinality of this set is

|U | − |A1 ∪ A2 ∪ ... ∪ At|. Hence, the result follows from Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. Suppose there are nt distinguishable balls, and g distinguishable bins.

Then, the number of different ways of distributing the balls into the bins so that

each bin contains at least one ball is

gnt − g(g − 1)nt +

(
g

g − 2

)
(g − 2)nt + ...

...+ (−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)nt + ...+ (−1)g−1g

=

g−1∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)nt .

Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ g, let Ai be the set of the distributions that has no balls in

bin number i. This means, we want those distributions which does not lie in any

of the sets A1, A2, ..., Ag. Thus, we want to find |Ac
1 ∩ ... ∩ Ac

g|. By lemma 2, this

is equal to

|U | −
∑

1≤i≤g

|Ai|+
∑

1≤i≤j≤g

|Ai ∩ Aj|+ ...+

(−1)(s)
∑

1≤i<...<is≤g

|Ai1 ∩ ... ∩ Ais|+ ...

...+ (−1)g|A1 ∩ ... ∩ Ag| (A.1)
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where U is the set of all possible distributions.

Without any restrictions, the number of ways of distributing nt balls into g

bins is gnt . Thus, |U | is gnt . Now, let us consider the cardinality of Ai1 ∩ ...∩Ais .

This set comprises those distributions that leave bins i1, i2, .., is empty. This is

same as distributing the nt balls in the remaining g − s bins, and this may be

done in (g− s)nt ways. Now, there are
(
g
s

)
=
(

g
g−s

)
ways of choosing the g− s bins

from the g bins. Combing these facts we get,∑
1≤i<...<is≤g

|Ai1 ∩ ... ∩ Ais| =
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)nt .

Substituting all these in (A.1), we get the result.

Equation (4.1) states that the number of ways of distributing nt distinguishable

balls into g indistinguishable bins such that each bin has at least one ball is given

by

Θ(nt, g) =
1

g!

g−1∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)nt

Proof. Suppose the total number of possible distributions of nt distinguishable

balls in g indistinguishable bins be Θ(nt, g). Each of these distributions naturally

corresponds to a distribution with distinguishable bins. For each of the Θ(nt, g)

distributions with the indistinguishable bins, we can label each bin form 1 to g.

Since no bin is empty, each distribution with indistinguishable bins will give g!

distributions with distinguishable bins. Thus, the number of distributions with

distinguishable bins is exactly g! times the number of distributions considering

distinguishable bins. This means

g!Θ(nt, g) =

g−1∑
s=0

(−1)s
(

g

g − s

)
(g − s)nt

This proves (4.1).
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A.2 Expression of ξ(x, g) and Its Proof

We need to find ξ(x, g), the number of ways that g distinct slots may be chosen

that will result in x transmitting nodes and N − x deferring nodes. We assume

that there is enough space for x nodes to choose g distinct slots, which will result

in g distinct transmissions, i.e., Sadv ≥ g(tadv + 1). This was taken into account in

Section 4.2.1.1 when we computed gmax(x), which is the maximum g value, i.e.,

the maximum number of distinct slots for x transmitting nodes. Initially all of

the N nodes will select a slot out of the first S = Sadv − tadv slots. They will not

select any slot after S, as there will be not enough time left in the ADV period to

complete the transmission. In order for x of the N nodes to be able to transmit,

the selected slots have the following properties:

1. The slots chosen by the x transmitting nodes must be before those selected

by the N − x deferring nodes.

2. The x transmitting nodes choose slots within the first SU slots which is given

by

SU = Sadv − gtadv. (A.2)

If any of the slot numbers selected by x transmitting nodes is higher than

SU , there will not be enough time left for g distinct transmissions.

3. For the remaining N−x nodes to defer, they must not choose any slots from

the first SL slots, however they choose from the slots between (SL + 1)th

and Sth. When the ADV period is big enough for more than g distinct

transmissions, i.e,. Sadv ≥ (g + 1)(tadv + 1), the value of SL is given by

SL = Sadv − (g + 1)tadv. (A.3)

If the size of the ADV period is sufficient only for g distinct transmissions,

then SL = g.
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Figure A.1: Example of slot selection in ADV period: Four nodes contend of which

three get to transmit as they select slots within SU = 9. The three nodes select

two distinct slots. Nodes 1 and 4 select the same slot and result in a collision.

Node 3 selects a slot after SU and hence has to defer.

Fig. A.1 shows the above restrictions for N = 4, x = 3, tadv = 3 and Sadv = 15.

In this case, g may take any value in {1, 2, 3}, but the figure is for the case when

g = 2.

Let us try to find the number of possible cases of slot selection that gives

exactly x transmitting nodes with g distinct slots where all the g slots lie within

SL. The x transmitting nodes may select g distinct slots from the first SL slots

in SL(SL − 1)..(SL − g + 1) =
∏g−1

k=0(SL − k) ways. For each of these ways of

slot selection by the first x nodes, the remaining N − x nodes may select their

slots from the range [SL + 1, S] in (S − SL)N−x ways. Thus all possible cases of

slot selections where the g distinct selected slots lie within SL and give exactly x

transmitting nodes is given by

δ1 =

(
g−1∏
k=0

(SL − k)

)
(S − SL)N−x. (A.4)

When SL < SU , the x nodes may also select any slot from the range [SL +

1, SU ]. Let us try to find all possible cases of slot selection that gives exactly x

transmitting nodes with g distinct slots such that at least one of the g slots lie in
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the range [SL+1, SU ]. Let the gth distinct slot be the (SL+z). The g distinct slots

may be chosen from the first SL +z slots in (SL +z)(SL +z−1)..(SL +z−g+1) =∏g−1
k=0(SL + z − k) ways. However, this includes the cases where the (SL + z)th

slot is not chosen. We need to subtract those cases. Then, the number of possible

ways in which x node can select g distinct slots such that the last selected slot is

the (SL + z)th slot is given by

ψ =

g−1∏
k=0

(SL + z − k)−
g−1∏
k=0

(SL + z − 1− k), (A.5)

where the last product term subtracts all possible cases where the (SL + z)th

slot is unoccupied. For each of these ψ ways by which the first x nodes may

choose their slots, the remaining N − x nodes may choose their slots in the range

[SL +z+1, S] in (S− (SL +z))N−x ways. Thus, the total number of possible cases

of slot selection that gives exactly x transmitting nodes with g distinct slots such

that the gth slot is the (SL + z) is ψ(S − (SL + z))N−x. Taking all possible values

of z into account, the total number of possible cases of slot selection that gives

exactly x transmitting nodes with g distinct slots such that at least one of the g

slots lie in the range [SL + 1, SU ] is given by

δ2 =

SU−SL∑
z=1

SU>SL

ψ(S − (SL + z))N−x

=

SU−SL∑
z=1

SU>SL

( g−1∏
k=0

(SL + z − k)

−
g−1∏
k=0

(SL + z − 1− k)

)
(S − (SL + z))N−x.

(A.6)

Using (A.4) and (A.6), the number of ways that g distinct slots may be chosen

which will result in x transmitting nodes and N − x deferring nodes is given by

ξ(x, g) = δ1 + δ2. (A.7)
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A.3 Expected Value of ci

The X nodes contending to transmit in the data period choose one slot each out

of the contention window Sdata. Let ci represent the ith selected slot from the

beginning of the contention window. If multiple node select the same slot, that

slot is given different indices as in Fig. 4.4. The definition of ci implies that

c1 ≤ c2 ≤ c3 ≤ · · · ≤ cX . Thus, to find the expected value of ci, we can use order

statistics [11]. Let pj be the probability of choosing the jth slot. Since each node

choose a slot uniformly randomly,

pj =
1

Sdata

. (A.8)

Let us define Pj as

Pj = p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pj,

= j
1

Sdata

. (A.9)

The probability of ci being the jth slot of Sdata is given by

P (ci = j) =
X∑
k=i

(
X

k

)[
P k
j (1− Pj)

X−k

−P k
j−1(1− Pj−1)X−k

]
(A.10)

Then expected value of ci is given by

ci = E(ci)

=

Sdata∑
j=1

jP (ci = j)

=

Sdata∑
j=1

j

X∑
k=i

(
X

k

)[
P k
j (1− Pj)

X−k

− P k
j−1(1− Pj−1)X−k

]
(A.11)
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Substituting expression of Pj in (A.11), we get

ci = E(ci)

=

Sdata∑
j=1

j

X∑
k=i

(
X

k

)[( j

Sdata

)k(
1−

( j

Sdata

))X−k

−
(
j − 1

Sdata

)k(
1−

(
j − 1

Sdata

))X−k]
=

1

SX
data

Sdata∑
j=1

X∑
k=i

(
X

k

)[
jk+1

(
Sdata − j

)X−k
−j(j − 1)k

(
Sdata − (j − 1)

)X−k]
(A.12)


